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INTRODUCTION

~trny of b~e most historic buildings in small to,vns throughout

Oregon and vIashington are in veDJ poor condition, threatening in

son~ instances the historic resource and posing a potential hazard

for residents. This disturbing verdict is the result of a year

long study by a group of architects, engineers and materials

specialists from the University of ~'Jashington's Departnent of

Civil Engineering and a private Seattle-based consulting finn,

Building Systems TechnolarJ.

The preliminary findings of b~e study \Vere presented in a

conference that vlas held at the Seattle Center on November 8th and

9th, 1984.

According to Dr. Neil HavJkins, Chairman of the University's

Department of civil Engineering and the coordinator of tile

research project, "~1e did not exactly exr-€ct to find b~e situation

quite as woeful and frightening as Ide did. ~'Je were looking

pr~arily at how local communities enforce building codes for

unreinforced masonry buildings. Of course urrreinforced r;"asonry

buildings are also t..l-J.e dominant and classic 'historic' building-s--

the type that is the predominant building in Seattle's Pioneer

Ssuare and also in the small, older to,-ms in t..l-J.e Pacific Nort..l-J..Jest

in such places as MCi1innville and Jacksonville, Oregon and Port

TO';vnsend and Ellensburg, ~1ashington."

The study team examined four to\vns in ~'Jashington (Vancouver,

Port To,vnsend, Bellingham and Ellensburg) and tlLree to~ms in

Oregon (HcMinnville, OaJdand and Jacksonville) . In all of about
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G'1irty-five individual buildings examined, many of them

'historic' and in historic districts, appro;{imately 75% were found

to have potential structural hazards such as w,secured and untied

parapets and cornices and significant deterioration of tle brick

and mortar joints.

AlG'lough this study found lPlidespread and nmnerous structural

deficiencies in the sa~~le of building sUX'Teys, the focus of

continued efforts, as emphasized in conference proceedings, vlill

be on curative measures because D'1eSe buildings are a signficant

cultural resource and must be preserved, while at G'1e sal1le time

maintaining adequate life safety. The ldashington State Historic

Preservation Officer m,d the Washington Legislature have been

informed of preliminavj findings and are anxious to cooperate in

addressing the problems identified in the study.

Possible solutions ,jhich the conference recomrnended

included:

1. Ever] comuunity should identify their hazardous

buildings and adopt a program to abate those

hazards.

There should be a more intensive survey of

all existing buildings in selected comnunities

of Idaho, Oregon and hashington. The survey

should utilize as a starting point the California

Historic Building Code. It is recognized that

there are strong regional characteristics for

existing historic buildings especially for

construction rreD'1ods that make direct applica-
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tion of the California Code inappropriate.

2. A strong effort should be made to work wi"b'1

the Structural Engineers Associations of Idaho,

Oregon and ~'Jashington as \,vell as "b'1e Building

Officials and Architects of those States and

the Building Code Advisory Committees of those

States to establish a regional volunteer review

board to assist local co~munities in dealing

with hazardous unreinforced rnasonry buildings

and with "b'1e strengthening of "b'1ose buildings.

It must be recognized that such hazardous

buildings are both a cultural and economic

resource and "b'1eir loss would have a severe

impact on t.lleir communities.

3. Develop a Pamphlet that can show building owners

how to recognize hazardous conditions in unrein

forced masonry buildings and "mat they can do

to correct those hazards.

In "b'1e development of that pamphlet, the

various options should be investigated with

o,vners and contractors to develop details bot.'1

satisfactory to them and t.lle Building Official.

The conference was co-sponsored by the National Science

Foundation, "b'1e Washington State Office of Archaeology and

Historic Preservation, and the Northwest Institute for Historic

Preservation.
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Padraic Burke:

As a part of our survey on the structural conditions and

seismic hazards in unreinforced masonry buildings in the Pacific

Northwest, we looked at seven towns to see how they enforced their

building codes, including in Oregon, McHinnville, Jacksonville,

and oakland. They ranged in population from 50, 000 in Bellingham

and Vancouver to 870 in Oakland. We looked at the social and

economic factors. We tried to get a mix of towns. Some are

heavily dependent on tourism, some have like Vancouver, \'Vashington

very little tourism as an impact upon their economy. We looked at

a total in detail of 35 buildings although we looked at 100 in

some detail, over 100. Structural engineer Barry Onouye, and

materials specialist in the Department of Architecture Andy

Vanags, and an architect, Christopher Peragine from the Department

of Architecture, were also involved and they went through each and

every building and looked at them in a very detailed fashion.

We're going to call your attention to the boards over here

in the back of the room, which have the photographs on it vlhich

summarizes some of our more glaring problems. What we

discovered in our survey of unreinforced masonry buildings in

small towns in the Pacific Northwest was that with the exception

of Vancouver, for all practical purposes, there was very little

enforcement of building codes. Some towns required nothing, I

thin~ Port Townsend is the most outstanding example where they do

not reqUire a building permit if the building official could not

see the work from the outside. In other words, the entire

building could and had been gutted, in some cases gutted and no
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building permit. What we discovered also during the course of

this is that we had a very, very serious problem, that vIe have a

number of historic buildings in which the minimum types of work

had not been done. The parapets were not tied, the cornices were

not tied, pieces of facades were very vleak and potential hazards

in wind storms and in any type of event in which you have any

lateral forces.

The recommendation coming out of this study is that the State

of Washington adopt an Historic Building Code, at least one that

focuses on unreinforced masonry buildings. The State of

California has a building code, an historic building code, and the

main element in it is that as the towns go out and inventory t..heir

hazardous buildings, the State will release them of liability in

the event of an act that part of it falls down. Now that I s rather

sweeping, of course, then the onus is on the town, and everybody

in that town will know who's got to have this building to go out

and fix it up. But we're suggesting that you not only follow

California's lead in that area, because the liability on these

houses is very enormous.

We have an attorney with us this rrorning, Patrick McGreevy,

who will be addressing the question of liability very briefly.

But vIe also think that the minimum should be done, that they

should go back and tie the cornices and Parapets and do minimum

things like that in each town. We I re not suggesting that t...~e

towns bankL'l1pt themselves or that individual owners bankrupt

themselves in order to make the buildings safe. But ,,,e're just

saying these are the minimum--not only to life safety but because
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these buildings are a very rich cultural heritage of our region

and they should be preserved and they won't be preserved under the

petition as many of them are tooay. It's not a question of if

this is the course, but it's just a question of when.

I'm going to introduce Andy Vanags and Barry Onouye and

Christopher Peragine is going to talk briefly about our project

and how he approached it from an architect I s perspective. T'nere

will be questions after he gets through. We'll let him go through

the presentation and then handle the questions afterwards unless

there are any questions right now.

Christopher Peragine:

I had the pleasure of spending my summer crawling around

through basements and hot attics with Barry and Andy. Barry

teaches structures at the University of Washington, Andy is a

materials expert, and I am an errant architect in that I decided

to go back to school after a few years of practice and being

licensed. The thing that I found so disturbing about so much

practice was that there seemed to be less and less understanding

of what was involved. There are certain componenets and elements

and aspects of putting a building together that I fear ....;;e are

understanding less and less.

There's nothing as solid as a brick building. That was a

preconception I had grown up with. I'm from New Orleans, and

since the l700s we've been doing a pretty gocxl job of preserving

older buildings--not only preserving them, but I suppose more

importantly, we've been using them. And so historic preservation
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is really a community concern and it's an all-embracing and large

concern in a city like New Orleans. But it's a hard place for an

architect because all you ever do is renovation and how am I ever

going to come to an understanding of how things are put together

doing renovation work. So I somehow ended up in the Midwest for a

few years and there's some dramatic temperature extremes there and

there's that wide open American plain, and being a New Orleans

native, I had never seen America before, so I left this rich

heritage of unreinforced masonry buildings to go on to a place

that had a different sort of tradition. Now 1 1m in the West where

I feel like I belong, I'd like to stay, and I think there's the

same sort of problem--how are we going to maintain any kind of

continuity?--and I suppose a lot of people say the place to begin

is with our buildings.

I'm going to show a few slides, these are just images from

our survey this surrnner. As an architect, I'm wondering why it is

that so many people, myself included, find older buildings so

alluring, what's so nice about them. Older brick buildings do a

good job of maintaining the sort of virtues we associate with

small town America. They I re also a series of conventions and ways

of responding to limitations, limited materials, limited methods,

techniques. People tend to find unreinforced masonry buildings

accessible. It's a simple enough technology; it's one that

evolves slowly over time, '...elre not suddenly confronted with glass

curtain walls or dramatically changing techniques, but a technique

wit..l-} tradition. The sort of spaces that we can find in the old

buildings too describe a real variety, and again, their role in
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preserving the street.

This is the Palace Hotel in Port Townsend, vlashington. I

suppose it is a good example of someone caring about some

architectural features in the building. But what bothered me so

much about our survey this sumner was that so many of these

concerns were superficial, that if we t~<e a lot of State and

federal monies and pour "L"lem into the renovation of these

buildings we can put it where the money counts, \ve'll put it

toward the things that will help us ~e money and ~e this

building buyable. But then we go down to the basement and

everything's so~ing wet. An assembly like the hotel--directly

underneath the lobby, nothing but a lot of rot, and we may see

some slides of that later. But that, I suppose, is the problem.

Architects eSPecially bind themselves dealing only with the nearer

of concerns. If we're going to spend money--why not, if \-le' re

really going to preserve the buildings, maybe we can even start

with the structure involved.

Again, this is in Port Townsend, it's the old City Hall as it

turns a corner and i t spe~s of that tradition and the additions

over time and how that can hold a town together. There are all

these different elements and components, there are parapets,

cornices, belt forcings, and they all work as a language that so

many of us can begin to appreciate and understand.

This is again in Port Townsend, vvashington. Here is a good

example of the street face having certain obligations. It's a

different sort of brick--that face being different from tl1e sides,

\~ich might eventually have had a building alongside it. The best
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brick weld ever find on a survey would be the brick that had been

painted--for instance, behind the signs, especially in Port

Townsend 'Which is on the water, with all the salt.

This is a basement. \'Je I d go right from some of those

buildings I ,vas just showing and find a basement like this. We

weren't to survey fire hazards or ,ve didn't start out being

concerned with simple loads, much less the dynamic loads and

lateral forces involved in an ~arthquake. But ,ve find so many

conditions 'Where things are questionable just from a plain

structural load bearing point of view.

A big problem, this is up in an attic space. Here's v-later.

The basements would be wet and t.J.:le attic spaces would be wet and

that's the real end. The few buildings that we saw that had flat

roofs or in sections of buildings 'Where there were flat roofs,

that would be exacerbated. If you can get that 't-later away from

the brick and away from the wood, things tend to be a bit better,

but this is the sort of leaching of the brick and the damage being

done to the wood. A lot of this is obvious if we want to go down

into the basement, but it's so easy 'When we're working on

renovating other things to avoid going through those wet and hot

places.

These are the sort of things you'll see the building having

to endure. That I s a major beam tearing the joist loads--it I s not

only the hole, but notice the cracking involved. That brings

something else to mind, and that is that a lot of us are really

concerned about the historical accuracy of the things 'tJe do and

it's important to remember that these buildings have been
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accommodating a lot of technological advances over time. All of

these buildings have water closets, their plwnbing had been

installed when that technology became available. These buildings

have electricity. v~en people began to understand and appreciate

the convenience of that technology, they installed it. And I

think what we I 11 begin to propose between Andy and Barry and

myself is that maybe the time has come where t.."lere I s yet another

technology, one that deals with making a building more resistant

to seismic loads, and maybe these buildings too can accommodate

that kind of change.

There are some wonderful spaces and light wells. Again, I

think that especially when most of these buildings were going up

at the turn of the century, there were limitations involved and so

natural light was needed, so stairwells needed to be topped with

glass, but again, that isn I t safety glass over my: head and in

fact, a piece did fall down, so there are concerns in terms of
-

liability and safety.

But I think if we could begin to understand the pieces, the

cornice work, parapet, the belt forcing, how all those things

begin to work together, what is the difference between a ceiling

joist and a trussing and how do these cripples fold up, the roof

beams, what are all the pieces--at one point during the summer 'iile

were hoping that what we would be producing might be a handbook

for owners. vIe had so many owners who were kind enough to let us

come through their building and interested enough in our board

that they would help us out a lot. We felt that we ought to be

able to give something back and that to a large extent is why
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we've included our survey format and you will find in your folders

our way of going through and looking over buildings, what things

we would look at. We were at most of these buildings for no more

than four hours. So it's a cursory thing, it's not a scientific

evaluation. But we had the same tools that all of us potentially

have and that is just eyes that can look and are willing to see

some of the issues involved.

This is a public library in Bellingham. It's a brick

building that's been covered with stucco--and maybe that's not

inappropriate. A lot of the times in a frenzy of historic

preservation we think the best thing to do with brick is to expose

it. So often that brick was never intended to be exposed, never

intended to be bare brick, it would be the last thing people vJould

do with that brick and there ~vere good reasons for that. I

suppose that sort of ties in with my whole theme of better

understanding, not only of the forces but the elements involved

-too. Again, this is a classic in that I L,ink the only way tl1at

unreinforced masonry can compete with a wooden structure like L""le

one alongside it is if it's beamed and protected.

My final slide is an example of a building that has been

renovated and that brick work you see in the front face is painted

brick work, painted. masonry units.

So, just in summation, as an architect, the lesson that I

kept learning all summer long in L""le clutches of a structural

engineer was that if we're going to help owners make their

buildings beneficial to the community then they're going to have

to be more than cute, more than something that looks a certain
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way. But we I re going to have to really uIlderstand what Ide I re

working ,viL'1. That Ivas an overview and we can talk in more detail

now.

Andy Vanags:

My name is Andy Vanags and I I m with the Department of

Architecture for tl1e University of Washington. My particular area

is teaching of materials forces to architectural students. I was

brought in on the project to, in effect, accompany a structural

engineer, Barry and also Christopher and then begin to evaluate

some of L~e ramifications of the materials that are to be used in

these buildings and make some form of assessment.

In the course of the survey, I began to deal with not what

are called contemporary materials but a lot Irore classic materials

and in fact the predominant material is brick. In which case,

I began to try to research and try to understand brick, understand

it in the material sense, in the structural sense, and to trJ to

~(e sense of a whole series of observations L'1at we made that

indicated that in fact there was a whole array of different

processes that were happening to the predominant material in

these buildings and to try to put togeL'1er ,~at some of these

might have been and possibilities or ways in ,1hich we might learn

from L'1em.

One of the central issues that we discovered in the towns

that we visited in the Northwest is that there is a great array

of brick text and correspondingly a great array of deterioration

processes. If VIe were in Jacksonville, we were talking about a
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Jacksonville brick. The deterioration of that particular brick

had a lot to do with soluable salt contents that existed within

the brick and failure of modes were associated ,'lith that. In

other towns, we found that the brick would be hard-fired, more

durable, more resistant to those same kinds of environrrental

forces. In other locations, we would go to Eastern \'lashington

\-mere we had freeze-thaw conditions and we found the predominate

mode by which the brick was deteriorating was moisture

infiltration and the subsequent freezing of the water in there and

that was the particular problem in that town.

As itle began to examine other elements within the building,

brick seemed to be the most evident one since it existed in t.e~e

greatest quantity. As we began to look at the internal

structures, the characteristic in almost all of these buildings

was that there was timber framing that was involved. In fact, if

we were to try to characterize the source of ,¥hat is functionally

the deterioration of most of these buildings, some of which are in

excess of 100 years old, then we'd probably have to deal \'lith the

vtnole issue of moisture and wanoth. Bricks in w'1d of themselves

wit.e~in the wall may be protective, may not be protective; on the

other hand, moisture as it relates to the permeability of tl1e

brick can have a significant effect.

As we begin to move to the interior of these buildings, we

find t.e'l.e same sort of problems. Moisture once worked with

enforcements that are either gone or missing or permeability is

increased and begins to get into t.e'l.e wood structures in the

building. Christopher mentioned tl1e notion of the wet basements.
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Yes, ground water was a major problem, ventilation vIas a major

problem, as well as changes in modifications of sidewalk levels,

levels relative to these buildings that existed, so that in very

rmny cases (the frequency is extremely high) \'le found that there

was deterioration of main floor rooms of the timber work and

structure of quality in those areas. In ma~y circumstances, again

it T.vaS local, in one town we found rather than a variety of

species of fungi, we found that the prime form of deterioration

was powder post beetles. The po\'lder post beetles, in the

presence of moisture, interestingly are able to function very

well, and this would include joist ties or joist pocket in the

walls, predominant on main floors, in rmny cases on upper levels

as well.

So as we began to assess these buildings, while t.'lere didn I t

exist the great number of physical ties, meaning government

anchors or other kinds of metal objects that went into the

masonry, in very rmny circumstances there existed no longer any

sort of wood ties either. That is, I think, one problem that

needs to be addressed since the problems associated with it are

not only seismic but in fact when we're talking about gravity

loads and changes of use that we've seen in these buildings,

gravity loads in and of themselves become a major issue. In many

circumstances, though not that many, vIe found mechanical

equipment being placed on roofs that were never designed to

support it \'lhere they had huge \'leights of put on segments and then

as 'tie began to try to a load trace and to find out what I s going on

with these elements, we found that there was no possible way t.hat
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ti1ey could hang in up ti1ere, much less if any lateral force came

along--ti1ey would unfasten. There were shims put in and a couple

of toenails into b.'!e material.

As it relates to metal objects, we found in many

circumstances that ti1e ornamentation and ti1e cornice work (t."1is is

again town specific) was in fact sheet metal. As a matter of

fact, in ti1e Northwest, in ti1e ornamentation and cornice work,

ti1at was ti1e most corrunon type. So we began to investigate ti1e

kinds of materials ti1at were used and typically tum metal, vJhich

is a sheet product ti1at is coated wit.'1 tin and lead was used.

It's still manufactured today, it's still used, predominantly in

restoration work as well as in oti1er circumstances, and ~ve started

to examine what 100 years has done to some of ti1ese materials.

The paint coat on ti1e outside worked fairly well. In some

instances, there vlere problems associated, for instance witi1 Port

Townsend, with an aggressive salt water environment. It's right

on the bay, salt fogs come in and so in tl1at particular

circumstance we noted that ti1e corrosion processes associated wit.'!

all ti1ese metals were a lot worse ti1an if we were talking about

inland towns as Salisburg or Jacksonville. Again, we had a

problem in ti1e sense that we were tVJing to access t.'1ese buildings

but on the other hand we couldn't take a crow bar and begin to pry

off a ,4hole lot of material alti10ugh in some circumstill1ces maybe

as a bad indication of ti1e condition of ti1e building, in most

cases we didn't l!ave to, it had already done ti1at all by itself.

So accessibility and ti1en beginning to look into ti1e corrosion

products tl1at existed in ti1e flips and brackets and ties we found
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is a common problem. Alvnings and campings in particular verJ

frequently had iron or steel tie rods going back. Again, sheet

metal "las used. Those had deteriorated. Fittings and fixtures

are something t.~at became very important to loo}~ at.

Another very common problem associated I'Jith the corrosion

process were sidewalk accesses. vlliere we had street elevators and

others and in almost all circumstances where we accessed the space

unless it had been closed off (w11ich incidentally occurred in

quite a few places), the extent of corrosion of ,,¥hat would be

early reinforced concrete, in some places exposed steel strapping

over concrete, were in essentially very, very pcor condition.

The prime issue from my point of view and as, if anything,

advice to the building owners, is to begin to try to understand

the deterioration processes. There are a number of people,

snakes or salesmen, that have some wonder product that \'vill

crystalize in t.~e material, t.~at will protect it in some way if

it's put on vJith the invisible and will do something, we found a

lot of that as well, that there are a lot of people out there

trying to sell you a whole lot of stuff without much of an

understanding of, in fact, the process that's going on within the

building itself. Much of the central concern of t.~is whole

project vJas seismic. At the end of the project, my concern is not

only wit.~ the ability of these buildings to somehow be able to

witl1stand lateral forces but how in tl1e world do we continue to

maintain and protect these buildings.

The issue is t.~at \,·le I re going to lose them. we can lose

these buildings in earthquakes or we can lose them simply by
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neglect and deterioration. This, I t.'link, is an important central

point in trjing to assess what "b'1e condition is of these

buildings.

Barry Onouye:

I'm Barry Onouye and my role in this particular survey that

we did involved e}~ining some of the structural elements, as-

semblages and so on in a ~mole variety of different buildings t~at

'de G.,<amined and one of the things that I think is necessarj "b'1at I

point out early on is t~at this was not in fact necessarily to be

conceived as a thorough engineering study. We did in fact use

very heavily some of the recommendations for uethodology for field

surveys established by a group of engineers in California, one of

'"mom is going to be our k.ey note speaker, John Kariotis. vJe tried

following as much as we could t.'1e recommendations in terms of vlhat

should be examined, hO\lJ one should examine the structure. vIe did

a relatively abbreviated form of tl1at because of the time

limitations "b'1at we had in investigating these buildings.

I t.'1ink one of the ways I can s~~rize best the findings

that vJe had is to look at some of t.'1e general conditions "b'1at V'Jere

observed. These are not specific to any particular building and

in fact t.'1ey Here common in many of the buildings we examined.

These are sane of tl1e issues "b'1at I thiw< need to be addressed.

All of the buildings did not, in fact, occur in "b'1e sarne seismic

zone. v]e're lo~zing at buildings from different to,vns that are l" ,~
H

different seismic zones or types of deep acceleration zones or

'dhatever metl1Cx::10Iogy one ,1ants to use for determining t.'1e
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seismicity in an area. However, I think some of the elements that

we found in our survey and that we thought were of concern in

terms of seismic hazards would probably be of concern regardless

of the seismic area zone.

So let me get into the slides \vhere I'll talk from them.

One of the common things that we did find that was of concern to

Us 'i.'jere tall parapets a.'1d overhanging cornice vlork. Some of the

cornices were we found, in fact most of them as Andy just talked

about, "lere usually turn metal, sheet rnetal, or in some cases

timber. However, the parapets t.'lemselves were in almost all cases

unreinforced masonry. live did find in most cases the parapet

conditions were of concern because of the lack of bracing or ties

to the roof system. They literally stood up at t~e roof diaphragm

level and were just up there. The condition of much of the brick

and mortar at that level was also concern because of the amount of

deterioration that had already occurred. We found cases of, in

fact, loose brick.

This slide shows an example of one that was tied. The ties,

however, will probably need to be reexamined for the height of

this particular parapet to determine from a.'1 engineer I s standpoint

whether they are, in fact, adequate to resist seismic lodes.

In conjunction "lith the parapet condition that we observed,

this shows a shot of a ceiling and roof frame system where the

typical condition was that these ceiling joists '.vere pocketed into

the masonry walls; the roof joists, on the ot.'ler hand, \Jere

usually not attached to the rrasonry. So the unsupported height of

the )?arapet in fact 'i.Jas higher than "lhat was visible from the roof
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level and in some cases the ceiling space was about 4-5 feet,

~which meant that only the tie position was at the ceiling level,

vv':'1ich means the defective parapet height was in some cases close

to 9 feet. In some instances we found ceiling joists had sho~m

cases of some deterioration or rot because of the leakage problem

in the roofs. We also found as a relatively comnun problem D~at

some of these buildings have been abandoned in the upper stories

for many years. The main floor vIas in fact used, hQidever, D~e

upper stories had been closed off for many years, 20 years or

more. Because of that, I think that may have precipitated anOD~er

sort of problem vmere if a roof began to leak, it wasn't detected

until much later where in fact moisture had accumulated, rot had

begun in some of these draining members, that the joists that

framed into the masonry walls pockets were starting to show

deterioration.

This one sho\"1s, you can see it on the lower' level, the

ceiling joists and factors butting right into the maSODr.l vJall.

Cornice work--we found some cases vmere there appeared to be

considerable deterioration. There ';'las concern about t..'le

maintenance of some of the cornice work, in some cases t..~ey "dere

in fine shape. Another concern that we looked for is what happens

in terms of large openings on the roof level, the diaphra9TIl level,

continuity at the diaphragm level. Some of them, as Christopher

pointed out, '/vere used as part of an architectural element where

it also, in fact, brought in a lot of natural lighting. But from

a structural standpoint, this also can in fact present some

problems.
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This one shows an example of a couple buildings that VIe fOlli"1d

in governrnent ties and government anchors used. This was, I I d

say, more the exception than the rule in the buildings that were

not undergoing or had undergone renovation. We also did find,

hO~vever, some examples vlhere structural rehab had occurred.

Considerable amount of work had been done in terms of laying used

diaphragms and plywood diaphragms to the flooring systems, in

terms of stiffening of wall Panels with the addition of steel

colu~s, strapping between different building locations, and also

tying these columns to the framing above. So we had conditions

where we found no evidence of ties in some cases vlhere they were

very vlell engineered. We also examined cases for unsupported

gable ends. In some of these buildings, the gable ends reached

fair heights and we found very little evidence of ties on these

gable ends. So they were in effect almost like parapets sticking

upp in the air with very little ties. Ive also looked at cases

vlhere you had relatively open first floor levels with a post ~~d

beam system where in the upper levels there vlere incredible

amounts of Partition walls, a lot of adapting or stiffening

elements at the upper levels, where when you got down to the store

level there 'MaS an absence of any sort of \valls except for the

exterior walls.

This one shows another example of additional support members

added to the structure, this vlas to take major lodes. I think

this was a chain-of-use condition vlhere now the lodes are much

larger, they need more support systems added to it. But t.~en on

the other hand, there \vas also an absence of some ties. ~'Je
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examined cases of large unreinforced projections such as this

chimney. We looked for locations of ties and on this particular

one we found some ties but the last 10 or 15 feet or so was

untied.

We also tried to examine and note places vmere we found

deterioration or cracking. In this example, the lintel in the

center, I think you can see t."'1at displacement had occurred right

over the lintel. This is the bottom view of it ""here you can see

a real physical crack, there had been some movement. He found

crack.ing over some other masonr:y or brick lintels that showed an

incredible amount of separation and in fact these lintel areas may

be extremely necessary for egress during a seismic event or fire

or whatever, these are concerns.

This one is an e.,.v-ample of a settlement problem that vle

observed in the interior of one structure. The bent pieces that

you see were apparently the original support for a metal gate.

Now this is on the interior from that settlement. Incredible

buckling had occurred and the support members of it, but the

displacement had occcured. We found in some examples at the

basement level, discontinuity and the replacement of some members

because of rot; ne"" members were added but then a lot of

discontinuity Vlas present. Some of these, in fact, were still

sitting on unreinforced pielapses, either of rubble or of brick.

Ex~~ples of reshoring a floor system because of the

deterioration of t.1-}e joists, again, t."J.e beams and re-posting. But

we've also discovered that in some cases of renovation where new

posts "lere added and not being sure how early t."J.ese new posts Here
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added, they had also shovID additional rot, D~e new posts were

starting to rot out because of b~e moisture proble;.] that was

present at the basin.

An example of a major coluUD coming dovin onto ili~ unreinforced

masonry pielapse.

From some of the visual images, I think one of the

recommendations b~at I would have for the balance of this workshop

is for a lot of you who happen to be building owners or developers

who are perhaps anticipating doing some v,lork on your building to

get as much information as possible wib'1 regard to the economics

that will be involved, sources of funding because a lot of tl1ese,

I b~ink, are obvious things that perhaps should be looked at.

They need to be looked at, but now the issue is, how do you do it?

~'Jhat are the sources of funding that need to be addressed? \'Jrlere

can you get help? vJho are the resource people b'1.at may in fact

give you the assistance in alerting you to tl1ese problems?

If you are going to go through renovation of structural rehab

of your building, !T!Y recommendation would be to retain the

services of a structural engineer. Thoroughly go through and

assess the building. OUrs was just a survey, a field survey, mId

it wasn't done to b'1e point v~lere we had technical information

that would be useful in engineering analysis. I think son~ of

these require that sort of sophisticated study of the building.

None of the buildings b'1at we surveyed did we by any removal of

finish find all of t~e details. We had to go by just pure visual

inspection with no removal of finish. So I think thorough

engineering analysis needs to occur in some structures, not all
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of them but some of them.

Patrick McGreevy:

I think what we've seen here is slide after slide of a

ticking time bomb, and this time bomb is not a question of if it

goes off but when it goes off. It troubles rre t..'1at we see it is a

com.mon problem in most of these buildings. illy role in this ,;vhole

project Vlas to indicate what '.'las the liability both from a private

point of view and a public entities point of view of having tl1ese

tin~ bombs sitting on our streets.

With regard to private liability, I think it I S pretty clear

you have a duty to protect PeOple in your building and on the

street. This duty is one of inspection and maintenance. And I

don't think we're seeing a lot of maintenance and inspection out

here. vJhat will happen is we 'll have sorre sort of lateral force,

bricks will COr:1e down, people "lill be hurt, and we'll have

lawsuits regarding this .

. . . . . if damage occurs witil the Act of God, then b'1e effects

of that negligence you will be liable for. It's the classic

example of two buildings standing together and there's a little

shaking of the ground and one of them falls and the other one

doesn't and the first one that did fall was improperly maintained,

the Act of God defense will not apply. So the advice that ",as

given earlier that you better get in there and check the

structural integrity of the building I ti1in~ is advice TI1at

should be taken. I thin~ you also might 'dant to look at your

insurance policies to see if you can bUy some earthquake
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protection which is possibl~ with an additional premium. He also

saw some slides of city halls, firehouses, in which the city

government as an owner of buildings is also in that same liability

coverage. If they are not inspecting or rr.aintaining their

properties, then they are going to be liable also.

The rrore difficult question is when the government services

starts to get involved in these private properties, when they

start providing inspections, or they give our pennits for changes

in these buildings-at that time are they liable? It's an open

question in Washington whether or not they're liable. Right noVl

they have the attitude that if they have a hands off approach to

these time bombs, then they will not be liable. The law under

Washington indicates that unless you establish some sort of

special relationship \vith the private ovmer, the city government

and its inspections or perrnits will not be liable. So what the

city governments have been saying is "Well, I'm not going to have

t..'1is hands on approach to these time bombs because I'm afraid that

I will be liable." ~'1hat is happening though is the court is

finding the special relationship. They say "Hell, if you had

direct contact with t.,'1is property O'i'mer then you might have a

hands on relationship '{Jith them." If you were out there ro'1d the

statute that you 'Nere worJdng under say's t.hat you have to abate

that known hazard, then you have a hands on approach.

What we're reconmending is a State Historical Building Code

which includes a provision that the liability of cities and towns

would be limited if they adopt a hands on approach. What we're

saying is that we need the cities and the counties to go out there
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and inspect these buildings and get involved in the preservation

ef these buildings without a fear of liability. This is not a

unique idea, t..~is idea has been adopted by statute in California

vlhere they say if cities and counties go out there and get

involved in these buildings, then they will not be liable for any

sort of irnputed negligence on their part.
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John Kariotis:

To give you a bit of background: following the San Fernando

earthquake in 1971, I was asked by our association to try to make

an effort to re\vrite our seismic design codes for new buildings.

That effort extended through development of what is the standards

of 1976 of the Unifonn Building Code and then eventually into the

program of which some of you may be familiar called the ATe 306,

\...mich is the new docurnent which as I understand is now being

published by FEHA (Federal Emergency Hanagement Agency) as a

document that supercedes and is more of the state of the art than

the current UBC. From b.'1at, we very quickly recognized that what

\ve were doing for new buildings was taking care of hazard and life

safety threats in the future. But we didn I t even speak to the

problem: What do we do with our old buildings, the existing

unreinforced masonry buildings to all of the buildings designed

before 1976?

You I re all aware that vie change our codes every three years:

sometimes major changes, sometimes minor changes. It 1 s our past

that really constitutes our threat from natural hazards.

Earthqualze is one of vmat we call natural hazards; wind storms,

tornadoes, floods, all of these are what we call natural hazards.

We also have what T.ve call man-caused hazards, which include fires

and various things. Lack of maintenance may be considered a man

caused hazard. This is very important. Any time we 1 re going to

speak of behavior of buildings, \"e must always speak of behavior

of maintained buildings. We can never rationalize behavior of a

building tllat essentially has been allowed by nature to
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deteriorate to the point where the decay can no longer be

predicted. He make predictions of what we call "undesigned

materials." We design modern buildings, we design all of the

elements that go into a modern building. However, those

buildings, in many cases that "Ie speak of as our past, and those

buildings that constitute a threat are ,"!hat we call "undesigned

materials." These buildings were built in vvhatever fashion and

with "matever materials because it was a traditional way of

building or in many cases we could almost refer to something that

we built in 1950, for example, as verging on this "undesign"

because we had different criteria in 1950 than we have today. v,7e

now have to go back and in many cases analyze t.'1ose structures.

The ~~alysis of a building is different from design. In our

design of a modern building today, we have the flexibility to

choose any material ~'I7e wish and use it in the method that we wish.

Any building for vvhich we complete drawings and send out for bids

has been thoroughly designed. An existing building exists, it

doesn't fit rules--quite simply, you have to look at the building

as it exists. For that reason, you cannot use the codes b'1at we

have written for design of nevI buildings for analysis of existing

buildings. A code prescribes several b'1ings. It says: How do

you make engineering calculations? How do you utilize materials?

such as, a ver.l simple thing, a concrete wall, which under new

code must have .15% of the gross area of that wall in vertiical

reinforceroent and .025% of the area of the wall in horizontal

reinforcement. That complies with the code. It does not

necessarily imply b'1at the building built that does not have those
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minimum percentages is unsafe. Analysis has to indicate whether a

building is, to use tJle word which is written in the code, unsafe.

I personally never use that word because it is a go-no go belief.

That is not true. All buildings, even our rrodern buildings,

constitute a threat. People would not be killed in earthquakes

except by falling tree branches if we didn't build buildings.

It's as simple as that. So in one sense, earthquake threat is

caused by nan-constructed structures. So it's the man-constructed

structures that we have to look at.

Now what causes threat? Property damage. The damage of that

structure is what constitutes the threat of human life. Now we

have to look at two kinds of things. We inherently design our

buildings to limit property damage. We do that because of the

tremendous economic loss that we would be faced with after an

earthquake--if we lost housing, if we lost places of employment,

if the businesses that occupied those buildings could not

- continue. The economic loss caused by an earthquake is not life

safety. Life safety is something we have a great deal of concern

about, but in reality our economic loss is what was recognized by

the City of Los Angeles when they adopted a hazard reduction

ordinance, a mandatory hazard reduction ordinance based

essentially on reduction of loss of utility in a central city

after an earthquake event. Life safety is naturally an emotional

issue for all of us. Surprisingly, our research has indicated

that life safety or the reduction of life safety threat, is very

easily obtained, and it is obtained in many cases, obviously, by

minirnalization of proPerty damage. If there is no property
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damaqe, there obviously very rarely can be a life safety threat.

But you can go beyond, very quickly, the reduction of life safety

to minimize property damage. That, basically, is what we do in

our new codes for design of modern buildings. They very rarely

constitute a threat to life; they are basically written to

essentially reduce property damage.

The codes in the building design say in 1970, before there

was a major change in the Uniform Building Code, simply are going

to have in the case of a high-intensity earthquake, as may occur

on the Pacific Rim around the San Andreas, t?roperty damage that. is

not tolerable to building owners and can be mitigated with very

little increase in structural cost. So we take that option in the

design of a new building. But in the design or the analysis and

proposal what we call retrofit or renovation of an existing

building, it's totally different. You're going to have to spend

money to reduce life safety threats and to reduce property

damage.

Now in many cases, our analysis of buildings indicates,

should you invest $10,000 to eliminate a tenG~ of a percent annual

probability of $lOO,OOO--any actuary would tell you "No" because

that is a probability and you would not be effectively spending

$10,000 to probably mitigate a $100,000 from your life and the

probability of that threat is one tenth of a percent. If you

wish (and again, we're looking at property damage), you would buy

insurance. You do not wish to be self-insured.

So now what we must do is we must start thinking of

earthquakes as a probability, just as a tornado striking a
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building is a probability. I've seen photographs back in upstate

Michigan of a tornado that went through an old town up there witt'1

all unreinforced brick work there. Bricks lay in tt'1e street along

the main street; it looked just like a city shaken by an

earthquake. Detachment of a building wall of unreinforced masonry

from the structure can be done just as effectively by a vlind

storm, severe extreme winds, tornadoes, those kind of velocities

winds--as an earthquake. Life safety is basically threatened by

what we call separation of parts-those parapets, the wall itself,

falling away from the structure. That constitutes in my opinion

and from our observed damage 80-90% of the life safety threat.

Collapse of a building, total collapse of a building (as I'rrl sure

you've seen in photographs of Caracas, North Africa, Central,

South America where a total building collapses) does occur and is

a tt'1reat to life but that happens in zones of high seismicity

only. Collapse of a building in areas of moderate or low

. seismicity is extremely rare to almost nil probability. It's the

separation of parts that constitutes the threat of a life. So nOv7

we have to start believing that what happens is that we have a

crossover and the crossover of when you have to go to full

building analysis is related to areas of what \ve will call high

seismicity.

For high seismicity, we're going to use a term ~nich we call

effective peak acceleration because effective peak acceleration is

somet.'1ing I can measure with an on-site celarometer. It turns out

t.'1at it is an easy measure of energy. You ahvays hear the

announcer say that there was a Richter magnitude 5.3 in casper.
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~Vhat happened in Casper, W.ioming--nothing. Things fell off

shelves, there may have been some broken glass, a fed things of

that order. But then again, we find it almost impossible, and find

negative correlations for so-called ground search shaking

intensity and Richter intensity.. Richter intensity is the total

amount of energy released in an earthquake. It goes up and

increases by the length of the fault. If I remember right, a

Richter 8.3 takes L~e fault breakage of something like 175-200

miles. Well, the person in the midst of that thing, say in

Palmdale, doesn't really care if the fault broke·a hundred miles

away because that's like a small event carrying a hundred miles

away. So the intensity at any site is not related to Richter

intensity because also the earthquake can be extremely deep

seeded. There is a high probability of it happening here in L~e

Pacific Northwest, way down in L~e ground. You find another

common thing, say do'itm around Eureka. The Mendocino scarpment has

veDJ large magnitude earthquakes but they're offshore. It just so

happens that the onshore effects are very slight. Water cannot

transmit shear waves. A large part of the path is blocked so you

ca'1 have very large intensity earthquakes with ver./ little onshore

damage. There's a whole series of things that says Richter

intensity is not related to ground motion intensity. So vJe always

zone on T,vhat we call now EPA, Effective Peak Acceleration, and we

use L~ose contours.

I want to show you a few slides to give you a bit of the

history of what we are doing and how to approach, in our opinion,

seismicity of an area. ~~is is a nEp that you will find in our
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methcx:1ology and you will notice it has contours, it does not have

zones and plats, but rather EPA contours, and you can see the

difference. There is an EPA of .4 in the California/Nevada area

versus an EPA of .2 around the Pacific Northwest and up around the

Boston area and upstate New York area, .1 contour, and you'll see

that there is a slight contour of .04 around the Yellowstone area.

But basically, this is a probability rrap. Now historically,

if you were to overlay that map over the zones and zone them by

counties or some district, you would get maps that have a tendency

to look like this. As you can see, the map area has different

kinds of intensities. This map actual1y has seven zones. VJe have

decided seven zones is too many and will probably go back to four

zones. But historically, this is ;ihat was used in the past.

If I remember right, in a ccx:1e called the Base Building Code,

you'll find this map. This map has to do with historic v,ork. If

you look along the St. Lawrence, you'll find because of the

number of historic earthquakes that this zone along is the same as

the zone in California. If you simply look at historic records,

you find things like this. You find G.~e area around r'lemphis and

St. Louis is again tl1e same. Now that is based on one earthquake

G.~at occurred there.. l'lliile California has many earth:::jualzes, we

have to recognize that one earthquake as just a rare low

probability earthquake. Besides, it happens to where the point is

its magnitude is assessed by written history--we never have a ''':Jay

of ever measuring the magnitude of that.

This is a map that appears in your ccx:1es. You notice now

that Zone 3 seems to have a relationship to G.~e map that I showed
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you first. But you will notice also that Zone 3 in California

happpens to be the same as Zone 3 around the Puget Sound and

there's still a Zone 3 around the Charleston area. TI'1is is "my we

do not advise when you are thinking of trJing to establish a

policy for a small community that you should rely on G~ose maps

that are published in your codes. This map basically is based on

1962 or 1965 research. That I s twenty years old. We have made

more progress in the last few years, almost every five years I

would say we double or triple our available knowledge. So what

you ought to do first to establish a policy is look critically at

current state of the art zones.

NOH I want to discuss t.'1e idea of probability, what it means

to say there's a 90% probability of not being exceeded in any 50

years. Well, that's a statistician I s "vay of saying everything has

a probability. Annual risk happens to be essentially a term that

I find everybody can live with. You have an annual risk of being

involved in a car accident. You have an annual risk of being

involved in a house fire. We have annual risks t.'1at we're aware

of; annual risk is something that we can connect. For anyone of

G~ose contours--let's take the one that's around Southern

California, "lith EPA .4--what we would have to recognize is in

that zone, where the contour level is such that there is about

a 2/10ths of a percent annual probability, we're going to have a

lot more small eart.'1quakes. But basically if I come across ulis,

this is an EPA of .4, it will say essentially what happens is that

I have about ten tiwes more probability of having an earthquake of

half the intensity than I do of design intensity. You've got to
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consider this in your planning process. You have a lot of small

earthquakes of lesser intensity and if I "lere to project tllis up,

I would find that if I went to this intensity, an EPA of .1, ffi'.l

number of probable events is 100 times more.

Let's ask again what happens in an unreinforced ~asonr.l

building. We have observed a lot of buildings, shaken in

California and Kellog, that are essentially in this rill1ge and G~is

range intensity as indicated by instrumental data G~at was

recorded. v.Je find that parapets and parts start to separate at

this intensity with a high number of them at this intensity.

Almost all unanchored parapets are stripped totally from the

building at that intensity. But it occurs with surprising

frequency. It says that your life safety U'..reat in this class of

buildings starts at this intensity and becomes almost total at

that intensity. That is, separation of parts. ~Vhere does

building collapse occur? Not observed at all at this intensity,

observed infrequently at t.~is intensity. So it says that \'J'nat you

need to do is plan an earthquake hazard reduction program in ill1y

zone for the high-probability, moderate-probability or 10"'

probability, if you happen to be on this contour.

Earth~~~(e hazard reduction essentially has to recognize

probability and it has to recognize that building performance is

different at the different levels of intensity. Norking with

probabilities, I've found that we can never define the properties

of t.~e structural rnaterials \Jith the same range of probabilities.

If I were to do a series of testing in brick work I IrJould find

wide scatters of values. I know that cracking starts in brick
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work from a flaw and propagates because of what \ve call fracture

mechanics li.1<e in rock. But does cracking of brick work

constitute threat? No, it doesn't. We have found that in tJ.'1e

shaping of structures of brickwork, like the very tall chirrneys,

like tJ.'1e mosques you see in Turkey and Iran, they're shaken by

earthquakes quite commonly but they survive. They survive on a

rather simple mechanism: as long as the center of gravity lies

through the building mass of the building at the base of the

building, gravity lulls, pulls the crack on each cycle of dynamic

motion. So vJhat happens with these buildings is not a forced

problem, but a place prediction problem. That's tJ.'1e difference:

the methodology is complete different from modem codes.

liJith one exception. Collapse of the exterior wall and

collapse of a parapet occurs at low intensity. ~"Jhy? Because the

rest of the building is what we call an elastic structure and can

act as a very efficient oscillator and tJ.'1row dovID a parapet ver-J

easily. It's because all this undesigned material can work, all

those plaster walls don't have a crack in them. We went to

Colinga and photographed all of the interior plaster ~alls in ele

unreinforced masonry buildings where tJ.'1ey typically had higl1

density partitions because of apartments or offices upstairs. We

couldn't even find cracks propagating off the corners of doors.

TIle plaster walls were essentially uncracked. Colinga lost the

majority of its walls simply because tJ.'1ey weren't anchored or they

were only two wide thick. Hork \vas hard to corne by in Central

California and they built the walls tHO wide thick which caused

tJ.'1e pro.blem of stability 'itJhich is related to the height and
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thickness of the ,valls. The stability of those thin walls is 'dhat

caused their collapse even if they were anchored, in many cases.

vJhich brings us back to the problem of gable ends and

unanchored high parapets t.~at extend up past t.'1e roof and are

apparently unstable. We found in Pasadena parapets in buildings

built in 1880 in 'Iihich they brought the wall up three wide to the

ceiling joints wide and then carried it tHO wides above t.1Lere and

in very large gable ends. Those collapsed in 1952 from an

earthqua1<e 70 miles away. Seventy miles away of a large

earthquaJ-(e the Taft '52 earthquake had enough of ,,,hat we call

velocity to cause D~ose large gable ends, unstable and two \vide

thick, to collapse in Pasadena along the foothills. ~ve have good

transmission dOv'ffi the foothills because of D~e bedrock, being

close to the bedrock, good transmission energy. So this can

happen. The recorded EPA at the instruments of Cal Tech ""as

approximately .lg. So essentially vihat happens is we have to

recognize life safety threat--basically, separation of parts

approximately 80-90% of it. The collapse of the ,'!hole building is

very rare except in areas of ver:/ high intensity.

So when you're thinking of a hazard reduction program, hOd

you I re going to phase it in, ',mat parts \vould be :nandator'j and

what parts may be effective on D~e fact t.~at tile o.mer is going to

have an occupancy change in D~is building, you might consider t.'12

probability of each of t.~ose occurrences. You might make one part

of your hazard reduction program mandatory. You might make

anoD~er part optional ,'!hen the L'1reat of the building because the

nurrber of occupants has been changed and factors like that.
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Cities arOUIld the Los Angeles basin in 1955 after that '52

earthqu~(e, the Taft earthqu~e as it's called, instigated a

mandatory program of anchoring on the public "lay and near exit

ways of all unreinforced masonDJ parapets aIld buildings at the

roof only. That converted almost every building in downtOvID San

Fernando in 1971 to a survivor--that one thing alone. I sa'il the

buildings with the bond beams aI1d the anchors with the wall belo\1

as much as a two inch offset but D~e wall wasn't in the street.

It was a survivor. The building may be a total economic loss

after that from just that limited program, but there was no life

safety threat.

That's why our met..'1odology so much hinges on the idea that

any program must ahvays involve aIlchorage--aIld aIlchorage at the

top of the building is more'critical t..'1aIl aIlchorage at lower

levels. But even in the mandatory ordinaIlce for the City of Los

Angeles, if t'1e person elects to immediately do \~at we call wall

aIlchorage, he is iIT'JJediately given long terms--up to nine years

postponed full compliance. Not that this eliminates full

compliance, but it it C&~ be postponed because D1e major t..~eat,

\~ich is to life safety, is immediately red.uced. You need to

think of all of that in establishing policy.

Dean Ratti:

It ':las about 1969 that I got involved v[itl) Ralph Anderson, a

local architect ~~10'S done a lot of renovation work in the Pioneer

Square area. At that time, I was totally ignoraIlt of old

buildings except I wished they would fall over--I haven't really
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changed in that aspect--but all we really did was a kind of a

cursory glance for dry-rot. It \Vasn' t verJ long after that that

the Building Department became involved so there vJasn' t any way

for me to do cursory things without tl1em overriding what we were

doing. At first I resented it; now I've learned to appreciate it

-spread the blame around sort of trick. In all of this renovation

work, there is a 100 percent probability that when an owner comes

in, the first question he's going to ask is, "How cheap can I get

out of this?" So he's going to start off \vitl1 that aspect that

has never changed. We are nO\-j much Hiser than we were then,

although I'm certainly not at the point where I think I understand

how old buildings behave. I don't even understand the progression

we have gone t11rough wiL~ our relationship with the Building

Department, except that we have gone from initially tying the

paraF€ts down, and then tying the walls to L'l.e floors and the

roof, and then we have gone into diaphragm work, and "'Ie are nO':1

perhaps overdoing it a little \vith all sorts of interior shear

walls and bracing. we have, in the City of seattle, sophisticated

the owners to the point where they recognize they're going to have

to spend money. Now I guess as design engineers, we should start

behaving intelligently because the information is here and

available for us. I think the Building Department is receptive to

that; of course, the Building Department succeeds nicely by not

letting you knO\'l T:lhat tc~ey' re going to be receptive to so you keep

trying new ideas.

Incidentally T \tvith all of tc'1ese h).1.'1dreds of buildings that ,ve

have gone through, I don't seek old buildings. Particularly vn1en
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you talk about liability, you wonder what in the world am I doing

in this business and I'm working that out with my psychiatrist

constantIy • Things have to be done i the demand is to do

something. We will try to do it as best we can. Our experience

in the City of Seattle has been good.

Don Kramer:

I'm Don Kramer, I'm a structural engineer from Vancouver.

You saw some of the photos of one of our buildings earlier, the

Elks Building that we renovated. 1 ' m a little older than Dean,

but I guess I'm one of the engineers that likes old buildings. I

think that they I re a challenge. Old buildings are a challenge,

and looking at them and seeing how they function, hOW they're

going to function in a seismic event, and then coming up with a

reasonable solution--I think that's what engineering is all

about.

Our approach to renovating old buildings is probably a little

bit different than most structural engineers. We do feel very

strongly about the ties. This report, I think, is excellent. It

really points out all the things that any engineer should

recognize. By the way, I am an owner of an old, historical

building, and I did the engineering myself. I feel very

comfortable with it, and it is an economic success. Our

philosophy is basically tie the exterior walls to the secondary

frame. Now that secondary frame can be a very simple secondary

frame. For instance, i~ our building, with twelve inch

unreinforced masonry walls, we built a six inch stud wall on the

inside, we anchored the masonry to that wall in various stages,
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basically about four feet on the center, and so we loo]~ at it this

way: okay, '.ve 1 re building a frame inside of a building and 'tIe I re

going to tie that masonry dovm and that masonry then is no more

than a brick veneer, so we're going to treat it as a brick

veneer. So '.ve have a system t."lat is a vertical support system

inside and then 'de sheet that w'ib'l. plyvvood and pick up some shear

elements. We fmmd that on 0'10, b'l.ree, four story buildings, trlat

has been a ver:leconomical solution to the problem. It allowE:, you

not only to get the structural benefits out of it, but also to do

some insulation of t."le exterior wall, put some new finishes on,

and all these things that b'l.e owner likes. li'Je I ve ','lorked with Bi11

Slick of the Vancouver Building Department, Ide basically \'lent in

and told him vlhat our prograIlI vIas and looked at it from a life

safety standpoint and they I ve been very cooperative. But I do

find old buildings a real challenge from an engineering

standpoint. I do find them quite a liability too.

Dave Walton:

I'd talk to talk about the historic preservation progral.1 in

t..'l.e City of Seattle, which bega'1 in about 1973. Durin,] this time,

"'Ie -,vent through a lot of back and fort..'l. ..•.

TI1e main purpose of the first ordinance ,'las to preserve areas

of historical and architectural merit. It was designed to protect

and set preservation guidelines for Pioneer Square and the

International District. Other areas such as Pike Place Har~:et,

B(~lltO'{m, and Columbia City 'dere soon to fo11oVl.

The Building Department (it's nUll called D1e Departlnent of
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Construction a....'1d land-Use) being the enforcement agency vlitl1in the

city became the focal point of some rather large public safety,

l)Qlitical, social lild economic problems. As buildings officials

and structural engineers, '.'/e had one I?rimar.! concern at the time,

and that >;las public safety. Now the first reaction of each

structural engineer within the department vias to ask that the

buildings be structurally be brought up to new structural code for

nev" buildings. This 'llould mean that a steel or concrete frarne be

placed inside the building that would resist seismic lateral and

overturning forces. T.0e mason0J walls and appendages ,Jould be

tied to this new structural system. This position 'tlaS dismissed

quickly for tlle simple reason that no ovmer, L'le city, or even the

federal 90vernrnent could afford such a program. For exa;nple: t:1e

old Broadway High School auditorium rece~led tl1is kind of repair

for a cost of between $3-5,000,000. The federal government paid

for it, but that was too much money. It 'tJouldn 't Hork. As far as

I Y~Ow, no one else has been able to afford tl,ose kinds of costs

since that time.

\'Je knel'l from past histor.l by revie;i1ing the earthquake reports

on file that our largest eartl1quakes occurred in 1949 and 1965.

It vias observed, by looking at this reports, that certain

repetitious things happened to the buildings in these earL~s~akes.

First of all, no building in Seattle, including ti,e wlreinforced

masonry buildings, completely collapsed. In about 90% of L'12

cases ,vTitten up, parapets i,Jere damaged or fe11; many exterior

appendages such as cornices, eyebrovls, loose bricks ';/ith

deteriorated mortar fell; in a few cases, a lJOrtion of a ,vall
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fell to the. streets or public ways. We YJ1ewor it was reasonable

to assume that Seattle or the Puget Sound region would be subject

to future earG~quakes of the magnitude of the 1949 and 1965

earthquakes and that some minimwn structural standards must be met

for public safety and building preservation.

The Building Department asked for and obtained a revision of

G~e Pioneer Square ordin&lce in 1974. This first revision was

called a Minim~~ t~intenance Ordinance. It required D1at Lie

parapets be braced, ,valls be tied ,/lith through-wIts and exterior

plates, and that all exterior appendages and brick be secared in

the building, and, additionally, weather protection such as

sealing windows, repairing deteriorating mortar, replacing dry

rotted structural members, and making required repairs to

foundations '/lhere excessive settlement was occurring. Then we

started a series of vihat they call Pioneer Square hearings with

b'1e owners. Now after many Pioneer Square hearings vlith building

ovmers, it becanE apparent that hardly &1Y O\<lner could afford

these costs. A few owners could afford the cost but vihy should

they invest money in a building t.~at vIas empty and ':lould not

return income on their investment? The Building Departrnent

finally abandoned b'1is ordinance. Everyone knew after six 1,lOnths

that such a program, if carried out, would nean confiscation of

G"1e buildings and ultimately G'1e city or t.l-:le county 'itlould o'itm

t.'1en.

In 1975, a bond issue was passed by the city voters G~at

designated a fund for renovation of approximately eighteen

buildings in Pike Place. For the next four years, buildings ':Jere



restored in that area. All of D'le walls were tied, parapets 'tlere

braced, mortar ,vas tuck-pointed, dry-rotted structural members

were replaced, and appendages were repaired and secured. In

addition, if a building had extensive storefront space or other

obvious lateral stability problems, our dePartment requested and

obtained additional lateral stiffening to these buildings. The

department required also that these buildings ITIeet D~e present

fire a~d life safety sections of the building and fire codes.

Rehabilitation code requirements for old masonry buildings

D'lroughout the city was emerging at that time, and that "las 1975.

In 1977 and 1978, the r~'labilitation and repair of old

masonry buildings began to pick up momentum viithin Ule city. At

D'lat point, owners and developers ,vere able to obtain tax

incentives Ulrough the federal governrnent. HUD financing or

similar low-interest loan packages ,;-lere also being obtained.

During this time, the Building Department revised the miniIT1urn

maintena~ce ordinance in Pioneer Square again, as well as in the

International District. It is truly a minimum maintenill1ce

ordinance. It requires that the O~dner repair leaky roofs, seal

,vindOlvs, remove or 'repair loose appendages, repair dry-rot, and

generally arrest ill1y furtl1er deterioration of these buildings,

preserve Ulem, in OD'ler words, until such time as a successor or

future ovmer can rehabilitate the building. The ovmers could and

did meet tl1ese requirements. At D~at point, vle 'deren' t into tying

walls or bracing parapets. If there was a situation Hhere a

building had someG~ing dangerous, an obvious irrminent hazard, b~at

was taken care of right away or the sidewalks were barricaded or
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whatever.

There was another factor as part of the building code b~at

came into play at that tirne. During this time, the Building

Department developed Section 104 of the Seattle Building Code a~d

Uniform Building Code. seattle has rewritten the Uniform

Building Code in certain parts and section 104 has been rewritten.

It basically states that if any avner or developer makes a

substantial alteration or repair to his building, he must meet the
.

full fire and life safety requirements of the present code and he

must brace his parapets, tie his walls, check and strengthen if

necessary the lateral stability of the building, replace dry-rot,

check all rrembers for vertical load, repair foundations, and

secure all exterior appendages, brick and l'IDrtar.

It further defines what a substantial alteration or repair to

the building is. NOVl this is a very expensive undertaking, but it

only applies if the owner is doing a substantial alteration or

repair, vJhich we define in the code. An extensive structural

repair is one case: remodeling that substantially extends the

physical or economic life of the building, if he's trjing to

remodel the building and it appears that he I s extending b~e

physical life of the building. A change of occupancy b"lat is more

hazardous: vve defined ,'mat that VIaS and that was if more people

were coming in and out of the building, basically. Re-occupancy

of a building that has been substantially vacant for ove.r bilelve

months. In other v'lords, vJhat T/ie' re saying is if the building's

empty and just sits u1ere, u1en nothing happens, there isn't e18

same need to get intoU1is hea~j repair. Section 104 applies to
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all existing buildings in Seattle but v~s developed fran D~e

Pioneer Square/International/Pike Place Marl(et historic

districts.

As a result of several forces-public safety, political,

social, and economic-a large segment of the older buildings

throughout the city have been saved, restored, and are nCM in use.

Approximately 60 buildings in Pioneer Square out of the total of

150 buildings are con~letely restored. All eighteen buildings in

Pilie Place have been fully restored. Approxirnately 50 other

buildings througllout the city have been restored in such places as

Ballard, Bell town, Capitol Hill, Queen Anne Hill, Colurnbia City I

and in the central business district. Under Section 104 of the

Seattle Building Code and Uniform Building Code, all of Glese

restored buildings meet the present fire and life safety codes.

In other words, we worked right from the present Uniform Building

Code of today. These existing buildings ~eet a suasi-earL~gua~e

code. They do not meet ne,,, earthquake code resuirements for ned

buildings. The Section 104 requirements are reasonillJle runimiun

requirements L~at should be followed in OD~er cities--or soseDling

similar, any>,\BY. Again, I'm repeating ffij·self here, but it's

dealing 'Ilith bracing parapets, tying walls, securing exterior

appendages, meetin'} r.1inimum lateral stability requirements as

determined by the structural engineer and L~e local building

official, meeting present vertical load requirements out of Dle

code, meeting present foundation load requirements, and addressing

any visible building distress problems.

To sunmarize, I believe other cities could follCM a policy
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such as the City of seattle has. Number One: Have a minimum

maintenance ordinance that prevents further deterioration of

historic buildings. Number 'lWo: Assist the owners with tax

incentives and federal funding. Three: Enforce a Section 104 at

the time of restoration and 'When funding is available. Four:

Require that all restoration TNOrk be done with a permit and with a

historic district group approval. Any lesser requirement TNOuld

not be sound. from a public safety, economic, or preservation

standpoint.

Craig Owen:

I'm Craig (Aven, a structural engineer from Port Angeles.

I ''Ie done some ':vork in Port TOvffisend as Vlell in Port Angeles, some

on existing masonry buildings, and think I'm leaning more toward

Dean than Don on my fondness of working with the buildings.

PartiallYr I think that's a little bit dependent on the building

department's attitude in ~~e region. I really appreciate l~ople

like Dave ;\1a1ton a'1d Jim Hart who's in the audience here from t:.1C

City of Portland r because I used to be in a situation where VIe

could argue wiL'1 L'10Se people and it '_'lould be more of ilii advocate

for L"J.e o,mer instead of standing alone out there trjing to t<lE::.

with the owner and decide what L'1e best solution is and any

contact wili1 the Building Depart~ent instead of some resist2nce

~ing met it' s mon~ like they open the doors and you 90 through.

Basically" they say, "'dell, you're the engineer, "lhatever you

li1ink ';lould be good Vlould be fine." The owner, typically, asks

"What can I do as a minimum?" and you can tell them "Nothing, as
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far as the local ordinance is concerned. It Typically what I like

to do is write a report on a lot of older buildings that people

want to rehabilitate, and I give them a step-by-step itemization

of the kinds of things they can do starting from tying their

Parapets and tying their walls together all the way through the

potential of guiding and reinforcing their walls and bringing

their building totally up to today's code. \\Jhen "b'1ey see the

bottom line or the cost of the last remodel, it just about scares

them al'laY from the first.

Another thing I've done in "b'1e area is approach the building

departrr.ents, urging -L'1em to perhaps look at L'1e existing Los

Angeles code for vlhat tlley require as nKh~datorJ for non-reinforced

masonry buildings, to perhaps use that code if someone 'dants to

remodel and repair their building. At least tl1ere would be some

reasonable code to follow and some consistencJ of a code to follow

and it would not be as rigid as trJing to bring it up to L'1e

standards of today. They seem to think that_that "'Jould be fine;

but I really don't get any official approval of it as a legal

dOCUDent, so once again, the liability question from the

designer's is really up in the air.

In previous projects that I 've worked on in the area, I 've

tried mainly to try to get them to attach their Parapets and if

they' re going to do any Part of a remodel to their building, I

like to see them incorporate in their remodel i terns that would be

of some benefit to the overall seismic resistance of the building.

If they're working on an area and there's some unreinforced

masonry that is in bad repair, at least surround them with
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reinforced concrete or some material and some ties around them to

confine them in a situation where they might get high vertical

loads from overturning in an earthquake, and at least try to make

some ties and some continuity from the building walls to the frame

structure.

I changed my approach a little bit in some of b~is. I'~

working on a building currently in Port Angeles, a goverrunent

building, and the people are really concerned about the strJcture

but typically, the public is concerned about gravity. That's \vhat

they can see, that's the thing that they're really concerned

with. There's a roof truss problem; it wasn't really a truss to

start with, they overloaded it and it started to sag. So 'lie' re

going to rebuild it as a truss. In D1e contract, I specifically

mentioned, I tried to perhaps bring a little enlighten.r:1ent to

them, that I VlelS not going to touch the seismic resistance of G'lis

building. That was something different, and they really had a

problem there. Potentially, they do. Tnere are SO:TIe potential

problerns if t"ley had a severe earthquake with this building. That

Ttlasn I t really enough to get them to ",ant to do arlything about it;

however, in the design of L"le vertical load, in the nodification

that 1 1m really saying is for vertical load resistance, \Ve're

doing a few things to ma1<.e it a bit more resistant to earthquakes.

As an example, t.~ere are some adjacent beams that are h\.111g off a

\·;all and 'Ile I re tying them to the wall because of vertical loads

and welre also putting a steel column underneath it, attached to

the vTclll. Of course, this is all for vertical loads. t.1y hope is

that this 'dill give D1e nonreinforced masonry -,vall at least some
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vertical, ductal member to be attached to and allow t.'le wall, in

an earthqua;<:e, to work in what Tile call two-vlay action, being much

more efficient D1an the way it's currently resisting Dle lateral

loads.

Of the reports that I've ~Titten--I have ;Nritten about six or

seven reports on buildings outlining to the ovmers vJ'hat they ca"!

do--again, typically, they go ai'lother path and that's probably,

obviously, because of economics. I t,1.ink Dlat it vIould be good to

put out a handbook as Barrj Onouye was saying earlier, that ov·mers

could use so at least they v'Jould be aT;Iare of D1e kinds of t:lil'Y;S

Dley can do to improve their buildings. That way it Tdoulc"l1' t be

required t.~at they go to a structural engineer, they I d ho.ve this

work done, it I s basic t,1.ings, t.~e kinds of t,1.ings Dlat can be

documented in a book that can be read. I think that t,1.e

structural engineer I s involvement is better used if you \'Jant or

need to ta~e that building to a greater degree of safety because

you want to add on to it substantially or change t,1.e OCCUpallC'J.

Also, I've advised o\vners to look at various publications

that are already in existence that address t.'le seismic problem

more from a laYman I s standpoint, and they have a £e\1 good ideas in

tJ.'1eir about tying buildings toget.'ler and about some basic kin1s of

tt'1ings to look for, and one of the books is Peace of Hind in

Eart.lJ.quaJ<:e Country and another is Earthquake Resistant Building

Design and Construction, ldhich is a little more technical, but

still I t.lJ.in~ the lay person could look at that and get some good

ideas and apply D1em to their building.
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Linda Noson:

;v;y naine is Linda Nason and I I ill a seismologist at t.ie

University of ;'1ashington. l've worked t.1-lere for about eisht

years, during the first six of vtnich I primarily did research

analaysis data-processing t:'zp2 ,iork. The last VilO years l've

assLuned a pJsition loosely called b'le ~'1ashington State

Seismologist. Tnis is a university-fLulded pJsition fuld it's been

in existence for about tVJenty years to deal as a liaison wiL'l.

public agencies viho request ir~orrJation, tecl1nical information OD

seismicity I private individuals, and also carry on n"searc21 into

current seismicity aYld changes in that seismicity. So in that

capacity, I have been involved over the last few years discussing

';7hat is te'le seismic risk, \'lhat are some of the earthquake hazards

in te'le State of ~'Jashington, both ,lith federal government agencies

and private agencies.

It's become very apparent to me, as the State seismologist,

that there's a very low level of public awareness that the Puget

Sound area in particular has a very significant riSk from

earthquake. About every time we have a felt event, I get calls

from someone from california who moved to this area to get away

from earthquakes. The kinds of corrments they make is, "Is this a

plot of the Chamber of Commerce not to mention that this area is

one of seismic risk?" The standard risk assessment for the area,

for b'1ose T;lho also may be new, is t.llat a magnitude 7.5 is li:':'Colj"

at 50 kilorneters in depth anywhere in \"lestern h'ashington, a1thoug-:1

most li~(ely in t.'1e southern part of Ptlget Sound. Novl to transle.te

that into things te'lat Dr. I<ariotis said in terms,)f ground-s:ia:dng
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intensities, that 'dould give you about an intensity 8 or 9 ~lhere

you are getting structural damage.

As a class, in both t.'1e 1949 and 1965 eart.'1quakes b.'1at ':7e

had, tilose are our largest events recently, all t.'1e ur~einforce6

mas0nr:/ ;.)uildings, as a class, suffered :nore damage, of course, as

Vle k...'10';J, but ma.."'ly people don I t, than other buildings. ~'Jel1, "lith

time, continua11y answering the saIne questions: 1. Yes, tllis is

an area of seismic risk, 2. No, you don't need a fault map in the

State of \·~ashington. The feld people who are aware that there is

an earthqua1(e risk 1',-,-'10\'1 the California rnodel for eartilqu<lkes and

t~at earthquakes occur along surface faults th<lt actually v~pture

a.'1d they don't want to be stupid and build ti1eir homes on tel? of a

fault because D"'1ey know in California, if you connect all Dle

schools and hospitals, you'll define the San Andreas fault, and

they consider t.1-).emselves far rnore clever. vJe11 , unfortunately, vie

don't have tile saue model to produce earthqua1(es in t.'1is area, so

·"J.1.at they \vant to do is economically and appropriately not build

on some of the faults in this area that have had no lmo~vn

earthquake activity associated ,'Jith them.

Trll'ough time, I became more and more interested in findL1:;'

ways to address this need for public information. I was

approached by the Federal Emergency Management Agency to consider

designing and developing a national prototype earthquake safety

and education program for schools. It was thought that by having

an ongoing school-based program, that that would accomplish two

goals: first, protecting a particularly vulnerable population,

the children; and disseminating information back into the general
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community. So a year ago, I began v10rking on that particular

task. One of G"J.e staff merrbers that I have is Carol l:lartins, \'1ho

is in the audience, wid she has been T''lorking ",ith the school

district for seven years as a voh:mteer because of :1er intc:rest in

seismic resist&lce codes, to get Diose accepted for D1e school

buildings. Bany of our school buildings are unreinforced rtlasonv.l

}:)uildings. We have been working together on slightly different

areas at times, but very compatible, and she I s still lobbying a,nd

doing a lot of '\'lork on trying to address code issues.

As I keep hearing people say, it's one thing to let people

know there's a problem, it's something else to provide an

incentive to deal with that problem. The education and safety

problem is not dealing with the structures. we're assuming that

for whatever reason, there's no real control on the part of the

people in those building to do much with the structures. That's

another part of public awareness and we're dealing with right now,

that given these structures, whatever they are, what's the best

action the occupants can take to protect themselves.

As ~tr. Kariotis pointed out, the separation of Dle elements

cause 80-90% of the injuries in a structure, similarly, even ~1ith

a perfect structure, even if it's the best you can do in the best

seismic codes, ,..mich I stress we do not have here. But if you

"Jere in California 'i'mere G'1ey do llave seismic resistant cocles for

school buildings, even in G'1ose buildings, there I s injury from the

separation of t.t-:le non-structural elements. In L'1e rec?:nt

earthquaJ\.e in l'10rgan Hill, eleven children 'ilere hurt because of

booksllelves that fell dO'i·m and struck Uler:l. Again, tll0S2 can 1)(;

anchored. So G'1is is part of G.1·e earthqual:e safety proJr0.Ll--t~lat
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we 'dork \vib1. the schools, ';ve go through and ask t.1.em to do

eartDqua}::e hazard hunts. I notice people start looking u;? and

looking around the room, and b1.at I s precisely \-t'1at ,,,e 'jet t.1.ese

people to do. 1;'Jhat do you have your children sitting in, vlhat are

t.1.ey sitting next to, often t.~ey have lighting facilities ti1at are

on pendulum brackets b1.at do fall and bre~<, posing not only

hazards from impact but also fire hazards. So petrt of t:.1e safety

element is doing hazard checks, considering evacuation routes, at

which time they do have to start looking at those buildings. l\re

those children supposed to evacuate lliiderneath cornices? Are t.1.ey

evacuating down corridors that are likely to be blocked eit.1.er ;-:;1'

things b1.at you 've put in the corridors or that there I s ",>lindo,is 1

glass, things that are obviously going to be do\m during an

earthquake? So \Ve work on their drill procedures, b1.eir response

procedures. It I S very important to have the education elerent.

1'1:11' practice or prepare for something you have no idea what it is7

So part of the task is to create a better L'l1age of b'1e likelihooc:.

and causes of earthquakes in D1is area to facilitateG1.at

preparation.

As we 'ilere involved in doing this, we were also asked to do a

presentation for the Seattle School Board, because they were

considering wheD1er or not to keep 01>2n some of t.~eir facilities.

'/[e were asked to do just a presentation on seismicity; we 'dere not

doing a persuasive presentation. \1e were only giving inforretion

as to what are b1.e causes and l~~elihood of seismic events,

because t:.1ey had to deal ~'lith the issue \lith "ilhetler t.l--tat created

a risk level that was lliiacceptable. I ver:! Duch appre::iated it
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',·!hen r-Ir. Kariotis :nentioned "safe" versus "unsafe" being terms he

was uncomfortable ~lith. I feel much more comfortable with Gie

idea of "acceptable risk." You' 11 find L'1at level is going to

Val:! depending upon your audience. If you tell parents that the

risk is very small or L'1e probability is 'leD,] sma.ll but L'1at L'1e

consequence of it happening means injury to Gleir childn:m, tIl.at

acceptable ris].::. for G1em can also be ver.! different L1.an it is to

someone else, and it I S up to t.e'1em to look at ';vhat those risks are

Ulat are involved.

You also have to think in terms of, if you I re going to ;mV2

children from one facility to a..'1other, "mat are G1e risks of ti:~e

other facility? Nhen L'1e School Board said, "\'1ell, is Glis safe

or unsafe?" I said, "\'lhat are your options? Are you moving tllose

children into the street and educating tilem in front of on-coming

traffic?" I Dea..'1, tllat I s clear-cut, don't do it. Are you going

to move them into 2m asbestos building? So there are Iruny, (nany

decisions t,."1at have to be made ""hen you talk a.00ut ',.,hat is the

hazard in that particular building. But the primary proble;;l is

ver.! 10'd level of image as to what are L1.0Se causes 1 \'7l1at are tile

consequences of an earthquake.

:'12 talked to G1e School Board \"lllich has since 1977 had stu.cks

and volwnes of reports on ,..7hat are some of L1.e problems ,lith their

scl1oo1s. There have been seismic surveys done many times and

·l±~e:y I "'vG read throug11 clis &"'l.d th'2Y are not lL'1educatec1 011 it, ].)ut

tll.-2y hact ver:! littl2 image of ';Jhat it ~·~~as actually saying. ~"}e

:J.ave f.X>dels t~a.t :lG 'dor;: 'ilith t.'1at carl demonstrate and SllO\d SOfrle

of the changes to the buildings and when those were i.Jres;~nte6:
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there ':las a difference in image for the.m as \'1elL 3.1id so some

tllings char.ged in "t.'1eir priorities.

I fe21 t.'1at "t.'lis kL1d of an ongoing prograr", i:1 sur.nTdr.:! f is

-ver.:! useful in helping people understaid v.i1at the causes of -:l1e

earthquazes are, what their likelihood is, and by that, ,hat ::ind

of preparation 'tJ.'1ey need to do. Similarly, for "t.'1is kind of group

"t.'1at you have, each audience that you vIant to give this kind of

information to is going to be different in terms of their needs.

You're going to need some kind of hand'x>ok, you need (~juidelines,

you need informa.tion tailored to that audience. 'TIle auclience

shouldn't be expected to hear a vAlole list of information aid tilen

have the burden placed on 'tJ.'1em to separate out ','.That is important

to them or to separate out the 13.1iguage t-hat they can understanl

v'men yoU'v8 eiteher put it in structural engineering language and

ha.'1ded it to a building owner or if you put seismic infor:1ation in

terms of vocabularj that I s incomprehensible and hand it to t.'ie

School Board. Those products must be Cci.ilored to those audh;l1ces

and I do see a strong need for tllat.
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Dave Goldsmith:

In 1975 the National Trust of Historic Preservation came to

Port Townsend and did a study of the Port TOvmsend area and the

Water street historic district. I'd like to read you a little

piece of it and some of the findings.

Because Port Townsend expected to attract the railroad

terminus and a population of about 20,000 people, the historic

commercial area was overbuilt. For that period of time and for

the needs of the present, we have a commercial core that ';JaS

overbuilt for the population of 20,000, and it certainly is

overbuilt for the current population of 6,700. The problem of

vacant space in the upper floors is particularly pronounced in

Port Townsend. The ratio of vacant floor space to total floor

area is unusually high. Productivity or income production per

square foot will be proportionately low. Restoration and

rehabilitation efforts will continue to be under-eapitalized, and

the state's resources will continue to be wasted unless demand for

space is shaped by public policy and appropriate uses are directed

to floor spaces currently vacant.

That was 1975 when that study was out. Almost ten years

later the same phenomena is in operation. ~ve are in a situation

that is under-capitalized. Host of the owners of the buildings

are local folks, don't tend to have a lot of capital resources,

but certainly have an overabundance of space, particularly on the

second, third I and fourth stories--and when you I re trying to

advertise the costs of rehabilitation, particularly the cost of

adding something structural that doesn't generate income to the
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building and you can only do it over one floor of a four story

building, you have a real problem.

Port Townsend was also built during the days when we had

horse and buggies and had the cable car running up and down Hater

Street. People lived, worked, and shopped in a very confined kind

of area. As we roar into the hventieth century, and we I re still

working getting toward the twentieth century in Port Townsend, the

automobile plays a much bigger role in our society than it did at

the turn of the century. But convenience to the shopper, what the

shopper is looking for is not going the second and third and

fourth stories of some building to do his shopping. He would

rather do it in a kind of spread-out convenient situation. OUr

social habits as twentieth century humans are basically of a kind

of a ground floor group; we are the malls of the 19605 and 19705.

That I s the society with which Port Townsend has to compete, and it

doesn I t do a very good job because of the fact that we have all of

these other things going on. There are, I believe, three

elevators in the entire city of Port Townsend. One is a two story

elevator, one is a three story elevator, and one is an industrial

elevator. So to give you an idea of what we I re doing with most of

those upper floors, we I re walking to them--if \ve I re getting to

them at all.

Another context in which small towns have to operate is the

rent structure that we can afford to place on the tenants. Unlike

areas where they have a lot of activity and a lot of demand for

floor space, small communities tend not to have that kind of

demand. Although there are a lot of activities. But the prime
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demand--you'll probably see a thirty or forty cent change as you

walk dovID Water Street on what you can get for rent per square

foot. That's not much of a change \vhen you're considering t~e

kinds of things that need to be done to a lot of these buildings.

And so the narrow range of rents that you can charge the tenants

limits the amount of restoration work that can go. And again, it

all goes back to 'Nhat can we do to generate dollars.

The seismic provisions and the idea of doing someb'1ing

structurally beyond the actual bearing lodes of the port that have

authority to do whatever it is your tenant's doing tend to be

those things that aren't going to be looked at very carefully.

And those are the kinds of things that are very difficult to

advertise in the building, particularly if you only have one or

two floors generating income. Those are the kinds of things that

probably ought to be considered for some kind of subsidy.

The other part about small communities is the under

capitalization. As part of my preparation for this afternoon's

talk, I called all the banks in Port Townsend and no bank in Port

Townsend will loan money on an historic structure unless that

historic structure meets current codes. So anything b'1at goes on

in Port Townsend is going to have to be outside capital or in most

of our cases, sweat-equity of the ovIDers. Most of our o\~ers,

again, are local residents who bought those buildings and over

time did the things that are necessary to do to keep the buildings

alive, and t.~at I s what's going on. In the larger community we

have an opportunity to get after some kind of capital or in some

cases the bank will carry their own payments, t~en they can get
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into the restoration thing. In our situation, we have a veD.l

difficult time in doing that.

~e last bit of social context before I turn this over to D~e

panel deals with attitudes. We talked about that a little bit

earlier today. I want to read you a quote from yesterday's Port

Townsend paper. This conference hit the front page of the Port

Townsend paper, at least part of the study. I want to read you a

quote:

"Port Townsend's building director, Ted Strickland, was not

too concerned about "b.lre study's findings, although he said a

really good quake could level a couple of buildings in town.

'These buildings have already gone through several major

quakes and they have not fallen down since 1892. I doubt

that anything is going to fall down at any time soon. I "

Well, that's not to berate at all Ted Strickland, he I s an

excellent engineer and a real good personal friend. He's very

conscientious about the job he does and his duties, but I thin~ it

states the attitudes prevailing not only in srnall tOvJnS but in

society in general. Wok, we've got 50 people here, 40 people?

And we're talking about pretty significant kinds of things. I was

pleased to hear this morning though that buildings probably won't

fall do\VD, so I guess Ted wasn't misquoted.

But it does kind of talk about the priorities by vmich,we

deal with such things as seismic risk. Seismic risk is not a very

sexy issue. It's not a very high priority in our daily lives and

we I re willing to accept that risk. we I re willing to do the things

we need to do and have that risk always be there. The
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socioeconomic situation that any building finds itself in is

really the key. Pioneer Square has taken off in the last ten

years or SOi before that the City of Seattle turned away from the

Pioneer Square area. All of the sudden now it has a drive to it

that's making it operate.

The same thing is happening in the City of Port Townsend.

I used to be a Washington resident, I came to Port Townsend a lot

of times during the '60s and I can recall going down Hater Street

in '67 and three quarters of the downtown was boarded up--there

was nothing going on in the middle of the summer time. This is

the height of our tourist season now, but at that point in time,

there wasn't any tourist season, there wasn't any height of the

tourist season.

So as we get. into the kinds of things that are happening, the

kinds of economics that are applying, we're able nO\", to start

dealing with, as the City of Seattle has slowly over those last 10

or 15 years, codes to deal with some of these seismic issues. We

are just now beginning to be in a position mere we can start

looking at the seismic issues. The context kind of falls into

four categories.

First of all is the economics of the situation. Can you

advertise the costs? And can those large structures advertise

cost over a small rent or ability to generate income? That's

really important in a place like Port Townsend and other smaller

communities like Ellensburg (and I can think of a number of

places) where if second and third floors are utilized, they're

under-utilized, and a lot of times they're not utilized.
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The second is the society that we live in and the history of

that community. We're starting to turn away from going out and

walking around, it's certainly a convenience society now, a lot

more so than it's ever been, and we'll continue to have an under

utilization of space unless we as a society can find a way to get

people circulating back into that space.

Third is the return on investment. In smaller communities,

again, there is a very narrow kind of a rent structure. There's

only so much elasticity in rents that you're going to be able to

deal with. So what happens is that while you may want to do

structural renovation to the building, you will never be able to

advertise it out. Also the lack of investment capital deals with

the same kind of situation.

Fourth is our attitude. Port Townsend is a standing

testimonial to the fact that earthquakes aren't a big deal. It's

been sitting around there since 1892. In reality I think we've

ignored the risk and I think that one of the purPOses of the study

certainly is to highlight and maybe emphasize some of those risks

and to be able to do something about it. You take all the factors

and you throw in the little frontiers of an individuality that

comes with living in a small town, and it's pretty easy to

understand why the situation is as it is. I think the key to this

conference is going to be to bring up the awareness, to heighten

the awareness, particularly in the smaller areas, and also to

offer some real solutions.

I am also the Director of the Building Department in
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Jefferson County and I know how we utilize the Building Code and I

know what training my Building Inspector has and I also know the

kinds of training the Building Inspector in Port Townsend has--and

we don't have the kind of expertise, we aren't even close to

having the expertise necessary to talk about some of the issues

we've talked about here today. We need a way that we can

administer the code and have some good alternatives for L'1e

property owner who is going to be doing it either themselves or

with their buddies to fix up the building. The reality of having

a structural engineer carre through unless there is sorrebody tJ.'1at

is capitalizing the renovation is not there. It's just not going

to happen or it's going to happpen to a very limited extent.

OUr panel today is entitled "Small Town History, A Social and

Economic Perspective." Michael Sullivan works for Chronicles &

Design in Bellingham; Gary SChalliol is from the Washington Trust

for Historic Preservation out of Olympia, and Michael Leventhal,

from Mobile Island, Alabama, is a Mobile Historic Development

Commission rrember.

Michael SUllivan:

I'm with an architectural consulting firm that works

specifically with historic preservation projects. Primarily we do

rehabilitation of commercial buildings. We are involved with the

design of rehab projects, restoration projects, private and pUblic

agencies. I'm one of those professionals who got into graduate

school at a time where there were advanced degrees in historic

preservation, so that was my area of study.
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I was asked to discuss with you the historical context that

these buildings come out of and although I think Bell ingham is not

exactly like all of the communities of the Pacific North,vest, I

think it is an excellent example or an excellent model of a

Pacific Northwest community that hasn't grown to the size of

Portland or Seattle. With that in mind, I III give you a quick

shot of how these buildings came about in our community in

Bellingham.

Bellingham today is about 50,000 people. It is today though

collectively made up of four smaller towns that have just sort of

grown around the bay. Bellingham Bay was settled in 1853 in the

shadow of Ht. Baker. Some of the first newspaper articles ever

written there compared it to Pompei. we had a major eruption in

1848 and an earthquake accompanying it so it's been in the minds

of the people for a long time and there's never very much of a

span in our early newspapers where somebody doesn I t bring up the

ominous thought that the mountain I s going to erupt and we're all

going to be drenched in ash.

Under the cloud of that thought, in 1853, some settlers

arrived, that's within eight or nine months of the first

settlement that became Seattle by the Denny Party. The community

saw its first unreinforced brick building in 1858--one of G~e

oldest brick buildings in the state; the building, incidentally,

is still standing, for ,~at that's worth. Between 1353 and 1858

was the time the first brick buildings were beginning to appear

and about 1888 what brick we saw ,vas primarily there for symbolic

purposes. Most structures, residential structures, were
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exclusively made out of wood; a few commercial buildings, a few

larger buildings began to appear in brick. For the most part

though, they were wood frame buildings that \"lere simply veneered

in brick. It turns out brick made a good ballast for sailing

ships and so they could bring it in relatively inexpensively and

slap it on the outside of a wood frame building for the purPOse of

making a staterrent about permanence.

Generally speaking in the Northwest, the first brick

buildings to show up, to kind of take that a little bit further,

were buildings like railroad terminals, where sorreone' s passing

through town on a train and there's this railroad terminal, so it

would make a good front. Hotels, city halls, those kinds of

things began to appear and eventually, financial institutions and

commercial buildings in the downtown center--almost always bllO to

three stories, usually clustered together, where there were wood

frame buildings intermixed with them. They were usually boomtown

facade type buildings. The sort of intelleCtual equivalent of a

brick veneered building is the boomtown facade, which is the

simple gable building with a wood frame facade going up in front

to make it look bigger and grander and so on; the same idea went

into the use of brick. we have buildings in Bellingham with just

the front facade being brick. A lot of times, two facades on a

corner building are real typical.

For the most Part, the brick that was used was kiln-fired

brick that came from the East Coast. I know in Port Townsend

they've got problems \-lith sun-clried brick that was produced

locally, but primarily our early stuff is kiln-fired and shipped
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down.

In 1889 for about an eighteen month period starting in 1889

and going into 1890, the West was just S'Nept with a series of

major fires. \'lithin that time there were major fires in Seattle,

Ellensburg, Spokane, and Denver--major, major fires that

completely wiped out whole communities in many cases. That, more

than anything else, eliminated wood construction in our do>-mtowns.

After that, you see almost no downtown wood frame buildings in the

Northwest; certainly not in our town, and you begin to see some

brick residences popping up.

You also begin to see brick being used in a more structural

way. They recogniZed that if a fire sweeps through, the inside

core of the building would still be burned, so you begin to see

columns coming in, anything that seems to be a vertical sort of

element that can be in brick begins to appear that way. Also, in

Bellingham, just south of Bellingham, we have one of the OvO

significant sandstone quarries in the Northwest: the Tenino

quarry was one and the Chuckanaut sandstone quarry south of

Bellingham was the other. The Pioneer Building in Pioneer Square

and many of the buildings built in Pioneer Square after the 1889

fire used heavy masonry quarry sandstone for foundation and b'1e

ground floor and then brick up from there.

They become kind of structural elements. We have interior

buttresses in some of our buildings made out of sandstone and

brick so brick begins to play a more structural kind of element in

the buildings in that period.

From 1890 to about 1913, everything in our communities is in
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brick and masonry in terms of commercial buildings. In Bellingham

and I think. in many other communities, there were two major

depressions during that time, so you can almost pick out three

sharp building periods between 1890 to 1913 and 1914. OUr first

reinforced concrete building in Bellingham and one of the

earliest in the State is a seven story building, Bellingham Bay

Furniture BUilding, built in 1907. Reinforced concrete witJ."1 re

bar, two inches diameter. It I S a really huge tJ."1ing.

By 1912, reinforced concrete was very cormnon in Bellingham.

Some of our most beautiful buildings, most notable the Bellingham

National Bank Building, were built by John Graham, F. Stanley

Piper, 1912. Reinforced concrete, veneer of blond brick on bV'o

sides with ornate terra cotta kind of hung on the outside of

that.

Between 1918 and 1920, there's a real aesthetic shift away

from brick forms, the Romanesque forms, toward the commercial

forms, a lot of the cast iron fronts, the Chicago style kind of

catches on, and unreinforced brick masonry buildings of the turn

of the century tyPe just aren't popular anYmore. That I s true

through the Depression. You just don I t see many of those

buildings being built and by 1920, 1918, that's the end of the

problem area for the people doing the study here.

let me mention during the Depression what does happen.

Because these buildings, the early turn of the century brick

buildings, begin to be obsolete both in use because they don't

have elevators and it's a problem even handling plwnbing over

three or four stories, they begin to be worked on a little bit to
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modernize them in inexpensive ways. During that time, a lot .of

our very ornate masonry buildings begin to lose a lot of their

detail.

After the second World War, it's a disastrous time for our

very ornamental brick buildings. For one t...'1ing, the streets that

were at one time lined with IIDre or less attached brick buildings

begin to lose them, especially on the corners, so it's kind of

akin to a mouth with teeth beginning to be missing. So that sort

of strength that comes from the group begins to disappear a little

bit. We also begin to see the end of ornate designs, ornamental

elements on the outside.

'!he one memorable earthquake in Bellingham occurred in 1949

and after that was the knock-off period. '!he fire department went

through the city with sledgehanmers and scaffolding or ladders and

just knocked off anything that was out hanging over-parapets,

gargoyle heads, dental tNOrk, any kind of ornamental thing that

hung out over the street were just banged off, down to the point

where in our town, ionic columns had the scrolltNOrk on the top of

the column capitals knocked off with sledgehammers just to get

them out of there. So that was a grim time. The other thing that

was hapPening at the same time was that there was an aesthetic

trend toward a streamlined kind of looking front. And this was

the golden age of cheese-grater facades where they ""ould just

apply some big separate element on the outside that would

completely hide the upper levels of a building and then go in and

lay on some kind of a stucco substitute on the street level.

Usually then stick in some glass, big windows; occasionally they
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would go to the trouble of using eisen glass or some kind of an

ornamental element that really changed it, but primarily it was

just a cosmetic kind of shift. That really was what we caIne

across, t~at was what was left of our downtown of our commercial

masonry buildings, vlhat you could see of them, as we began to

approach the A~rican Bicentennial.

As we got closer and closer to the Bicentennial, I loo](ed to

that as the one building point for the historic preservation

rrovement in this country. Tnere are others; there's a great deal

of argurrent about this, but I think that's the central focus for

bringing us out of the dark ages for historic preservation and

into the idea that there was some merit in preserving significant

architectural landmarks within our communities. A second big

boost came with the tax reform act of 1981 ,vhich provided

significant tax incentives for the renovation of historic

buildings, and also at that period, the development of state

historic preservation offices and state-administered agencies to

prorrote historic preservation.

Quick sketch of the historical context: as a professional

who deals with designing projects, I'd like to just make a

couple of quick comments about this study and about my

observations with the problems in this area for people interested

in dealing with historic buildings.

I kind of break down existing buildings or look at them in

three groups. I look at contemporary buildings as the first

group; in my mind, there's really no reason, no excuse for those
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buildings not meeting the highest standards in the area of risk,

seismic risk, or anything else. It seems to me they don't really

have a good excuse for not meeting the highest standards, taldng

advantage of the state-of-the-art knowledge in this area in t...~eir

design. There are obsolete buildings which probably start at

about buildings that are maybe five or six years old all the "lay

back to the earliest buildings around, and those are buildings

that have no real merit beyond the fact that for some reason, for

one reason or another, they're still providing income and

appreciation to their OM1ers and they're finding economic

viability today and so they're still there, and that's the only

reason they're there. And then finally, I guess I look at the

last group as sort of extraordinary survivors. Buildings that

have more than just an economic reason for being. They're still

providing. a service to society as landmarks, as te.'{tbooks for our

cuIture, for our history.

It seems to me that in doing a study, these two last groups

kind of run parallel but there is a bias towards those buildings,

if you look 90% of the buildings studied here are listed on the

National Register of Historic Places. I assume that's because the

people doing the study found a certain importance in those

buildings as well rather than just that they are visible or

newsworthy or anything else. I think they probably realize that

too. And those are the buildings Ivhich I deal with, so they're

the ones I feel most comfortable talking about. Hany of those

buildings do have problems with things like parapets and exterior

ornamentation. From my perspective, significant historic
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buildings are big problems. Stabilizing those, tying in walls,

reinforcing them, is something that almost comes automatic,

something I genuinely believe is given consideration and done.

OUr problem usually comes along where we've got an orna.'1lental

parapet or some kind of an overhang that we know is there from

photographs and it's really difficult to reconstruct that

element. We're working within government guidelines in order to

qualify for tax credits which usually makes projects pencil out

and there are options that just aren't left open to us. One

building that we worked on recently had OrnaIreIltal cornices made

out of styrofoam and believe it or not-the building suffers

visually by not being able to have those elements. The cornices

had been knocked off during the 40s and the 50s but just being

able to visually put those elements back contributes inmensely to

the purpose for that building being there asa landmark.

Currently, ligh"bVeight elements like that are just not allowable,

regardless of the creative people who made teflon teeth for the

walrus on the Alaska Building. Primarily, those kinds of

creative options aren't left open to us.

I think the main, central thing in talking to a client or

to someone who's going to look at rehabing a historic building

today, before we ever get to talking about the concerns

structurally with regard to earthquakes or anything else, you have

to remember that today for most people who are going to get into a

rehab of a historic building in a smaller community (I'm not

talking about Seattle but in a smaller com~unity) their financial

risks are so great that the question of whether or not G~e
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building is going to get struck down by an earthquake is not even

a factor in their consideration. They are so close to the edge in

terms of being able to make that building pay for itself and be

economically viable that it's difficult, it's particularly

difficult when you're talking about consulting fees, maybe ten or

fifteen or twenty percent of the project costs. That's the

central issue for a developer, for someone looking into it in a

smaller community today.

Right naw what we usually end up working 'ivith with a client

is interpreting not only the guidelines for the rehabilitation of

the building as a historic building so that it can qualify for the

investment tax credits, but basically questions like •..mat are the

existing. local codes, what are the codes that .ve have to meet,

and again, what can we cut out of that area of the budget and

make it work. There's really no technical assistance in most

smaller communities in that area at all and the building codes

simply don't address it right novl. So it's an area t.."1at ,..men the

budget cutting comes, suffers.

In closing, I would add that the federal guidelines, which

now provide the only incentive for renovation of historic

ooU~ifitJs at this point work contrary to a lot of the things I

think a lot of you feel should be done, as engineers or as people

who are concerned about the effects of earthquakes, with these

older buildings. I can show you projects I've been working on

where we've got three or four pages of technical directions on how

to deal with the cleaning of terra cotta and no concern whatsoever

with how that terra cotta is attached to the structure. we're
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saving pediments, fixing them up in such a way that they I re going

to be able to survive for three and four hundred years in their

existing place and paying no attention at all as to whether or not

a windstorm is going to blow them down into a thousand pieces

three days from the time we finish the project. So the guidelines

and the incentives that provide for the renovation of historic

buildings don I t address the area of engineering at all, really r or

to a very small degree. Thank you.

Gary SChalliol:

~~ naTe is Gary Schalliol. I'm the Executive Director of G~e

V'Jashington Trust for Historic Preservation, which is a state-wide

nonprofit membership organization. We are involved in a program

called Main Street at the moment. It is a program that I think

really does affect the socioeconomics of small communities that in

fact have these historic buildings in them. Main Street in fact

is a program that builds on the building and the people resources

of each one of L~ese small communities which has applied. So I'm

here today I guess, a little chagrined, having just a few weeks

ago looked at a slide of beautiful masonry buildings that

attracted our attention that made the towns look very attractvie

Ulat we selectd to participate in the Nain Street program but nO~'l

we find in fact are in perhaps a major problem L'1at they have to

deal vlith and not just an asset.

I have to paraphrase too, as you can expect, given the job

that I do, ~'Jill Rogers in that "I really have never met an old
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building I didn't like." I see many values in the old structures

and in fact someone said earlier on that he didnlt think most

structural engineers liked old buildings but we've employed

structural engineers, not errployed but actually gotten them to

volunteer their time to work to save historic old buildings so 1 1m

sure that there's great diversity in the field •. Historic

§u=uetur@~ in fact have a number of different kinds of values.

One is just the value they have in terms of heritage

resources. I don't think that can be really ignored. Nain street

is a program that stresses economics; in fact when we developed

our program guidelines, we were criticized by one person in one

community who said, "Well, you left out community pride."

Main Street I s a progra.'1l that reminds people their heritage is

important, that their buildings are a key part of that heritage,

and in fact they're things that the COITh'1lunity can have pride in.

In one of the meetings that we held in Centralia, we had about 150

people supporting the Hain Street program and attending this

meeting and over and over again we heard people saying that this

Hain Street program was going to be a great program and even

lJeople who didn't have any particular interest in the downtovID any

longer ,-Jere prepared to put up money to help pay for the progrem

and bring it to their community because they had pride in their

downtown and those old buildings.

As I said, Main Street stresses the economics of the

dmvntown. Preservationists have for a long time looked at

buildings as heritage resources but in the last decade have more

and zrore looked at them as real estate, as places that are usable
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space, that help to provide jobs, that are taxable, resources that

can help to support the community, that can be tourist

attractions, and we believe that's another important value of

these older buildings.

~]ith that sort of preface, let me go on to what the Main

Street program is. As I said, it I S a program that builds on the

people and building resources of the cormnunities in Vvhich it 's

being applied. The National Trust for Historic Preservation,

which is the national equivalent of our organization, in 1977,

'i'Jas trying to cope wi"t.'l problems other tJ.'1an seismic problems \vhen

it initially develoPed the program in the Midwest where there

aren't a whole lot of seismic difficulties. But there are other

difficulties: urban renewal funds that were used to demolish

blocks and blocks of buildings in smaller cormnunities, problems

with neglect, lack of investment, buildings demolished to create

parking spaces. - Tne Main Street program was develoPed to try to

protect those buildings by looking at them again as real estate.

Three communities were selected to initially attempt Main

Street revitalization: Hot Springs, South Dakota; Yalesburg,

Illinois; and 1-1adison, Indiana. Each one of these three

communitites hired a full-time person to do the same sorts of

thL"1gs that a mall manager does: to work with cormnunity leaders,

to see that the people who were interested in the downto\-m ,-Jere

well-organized, to coordinate joint pronntions of the do~ntown as

a place to shop, to assist \vith the way the downto\-ID looked in

terms of the design of the buildings, "t.'le design of new

construction, "vhat was happening to the streets, ",lhat vJas
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happening in the store 'i'lindows, and to work in the area of basic

economic restructuring, tr1ing to find new businesses to locate in

the downtown area, if there were in fact vacancies, and tr'IJing to

deal with that tough problem that already has been alluded to,

finding uses for second, third and fourth stories wnere maybe they

haven't been used for decade. The program that developed then was

in fact one that looked at all four of these areas: organization,

promotion, design, and economic restructuring. It was a program

that lasted for three years in each one of these initial pilot

towns where it ,vas tried. After these three years of experiment,

tJ.'1e results, the report that came out of it, indicated that this

was a verJ good ,'lay to get economic revitalization rolling in

small communities and that in many comn1unities vmere G'1ey were

cOmPeting with malls, it made sense to ta..~e a sheet out of the

notebook of G'1e mall managment guides and apply some of the same

techniques and ideas to the downtovm.

In 1980, the program went national and a Main Street center

was established in Hashington, D.C., again, within the National

Trust for Historic Preservation offices. There were SD{ states

selected to apply to the program and each one of the six states

would have five caumunities in it as dernonstration tovms or r~els

to sho\v what could be done. Unfortunately, v'lashington

wasn I t selected to be one of those SD{ states. A couple of years

went by, there was some interest in G'1e I-lain Street program.

Finally in 1983, the Washington State Dovmto'Nn Association

and ~he Washington Trust for Historic Preservation worked together

to get a fullblovm f.1ain Street program going here in Hashington
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State. One of the things that we did vlaS to go to the Legislature

to present this program as one t...'1at would do t...'1ose things that I

mentioned before "b.1.at historic buildings can do: strengthen local

ta'{ base, as they're rehabed "b.'1ey provide jobs, it's usable space,

they can promote tourism. The Legislature probably also had in

the back of their rninds that it's probably a good way to begin to

celebrate the Centennial coming up here in 'i"1ashington State.

Any\vay, in the last fifteen seconds of the last legislative

session, $90,000 was set aside to help fund this Washington State

r-1ain Street program. So at that point, we realized "Je \'10uld be

able to go ahead and start a program here in Washington State, to

apply some of the very successful techniques that had been applied

in other states around "b.'1e nation.

We have now actually selected five towns to be Hain Street

to\VI1S here in \'1ashington State: Port TO\VI1send, Olympia,

Centralia, Longview, and Pullman. We tvill be hiring project

managers in those communities. They will be initiated as three

year programs, and I'm sure we're going to be getting results as

they have in e1e other r-1ain Street programs, \vhere a Main Street

type program has led to the investment of millions of dollars in

the downtown, both in terms of rehab and new construction. I t has

created or attracted new business in the downtown area. It I s led

to a lot of reuse of second and t...'1ird stories. It's strengthened

the local tax base. And in fact the tourism is up in the

communities that have tourism potential. This is a program "b.'1at

probab.ly most importantly gets people to put their money back

dovmto\VI1. Obviously, this report points out that lack of
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maintenance in rrany cases over the years, the economics are not

necessarily there. Main Street is sort of an opportunity for

everybOO.y to kind of jump forward together all at once. A person

who would say well I'm going to do ITI"j building, I'm going to be

the first in town to do this building and put some significant

dollars back in the downtovm, probably if he's all alone, would be

doing something fairly foolish. But if there is the sense that

the whole community's behind this, there's going to be a full-time

staff person working to see revitalization of the downtown, then

maybe the economics will change and r·1ain Street in fact has proven

itself effective in doing that. It's attracted millions of

dollars in private money in the dovmtovm. Mark Twain has said,

"Thank god, we don't get all the government we paid for." I'1aybe

he had something of a point and I think it's worth using that

quote to remind ourselves that private people can actually still

do things and Main Street's a vehicle, almost as a sort of

exercise in cheerleading, as you might saYi to get those private

dollars out of stock market, out of bond, and get them back into

buildings like the ones that 'ile've seen pictured here today.

If I can just close with a little cOITh'1lercial. There are s:b(:

organizations working together to do this project: two state

agencies and four organizations and thus far we haven't had any

falling outs. The Washington Trust, obviously, is involved, the

Washington State Do~ntown Association, the Association of

Washington Cities, the Washington Chamber of Commerce Executives,

the Department of Community Development, which administers tt'1e

$90,000 state rrDney, and the Office of Archaeology and Historic
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Preservation, which has promised $90,000 to the program over the

next three years. Obviously, we're very interested in this

report. We want to see those buildings that sort of help sell the

towns as demonstration towns remain standing and not be demolished

because of the fear of an earthquake or through an earthquake

itself. We have the assistance of the National Main Street Center

staff and one of the things that they do and do under contract

with us is provide specialists in areas of special problems, and

Obviously today's conference has pointed out one of the SPeCial

problems that unfortunately we find that we have.

Michael I.eventhal:

Mobile is not in any of the earthquake zones known in the

United States; however, since 1979, we have had probably the most

severe property-related hurricane, Hurricane Frederick, we've had

two "one hundred year floods," which show the probability of these

things coming around, we've had occasional tornadoes, and

according to my wife who is from Minnesota, we will probably be

seeing the return of locusts and the killing of the firstborn in

the next couple years. The regional problem we have is getting

PeOple to stay.

From my PerSPeCtive as one of two of the advisors from

Alabama for the National Trust for Historic Preservation (we

travel around a lot at least within the southeast region), the

most important thing about historic preservation, at least in our

region, and the reason why we've had preservation is the

importance of regional facade.
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In our buildings, predominantly the buildings before the

invasion of Yankees and other tourists, you can see the buildings,

that they are raised, that there are high ceilings, that the

rhythm is basically large voids to the solids, we have a lot of

heat, we have to somehow get rid of that, and you can see in all

of the national styles in the southeast region, regional adapta

tion of them. You don't see the bungalows in New England with the

cute little seventeen rooms. -We have three rooms and that's it-

and seventeen foot ceilings, which doesn't help when we try to air

condition them, a separate problem. But the reason I was asked to

be here is that we are dealing with historic building codes and

natural hazards, and earthquakes and the problems that you have

and the hurricanes and winds that we have are basically the same.

Historic preservation is first off a source of pride, as it

was already talked about, and tourism dollars. The wonderful

women from Natchez survive on tourism. There are about eight

houses, they're open each year during the pilgrimage, the last two

weeks, and these little old ladies make between $15-25,000 a year,

solely on two weeks worth of visitation, so D~ere's a lot of money

going on. The problem that we deal with when we look at

preservation--well, there are two things to look at.

First is what I call four stages of preservation. The first

is using homes as homes, rediscovering the downtown homes, the

homes that make what your city what it looks like. In Mobile, we

have nothing of the French, none of the Spanish, none of the

English architecture left, that was all destroyed in fires of

1839, but we do have all the American styles from that period on
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and from the beginning of the city, at least from 1839 and all the

way up to 1940, you can still, if you live in a home downtown

live in what is both romantically and visually Mobile, and when

you pass a certain area of our city where you start getting slat

construction, it's like living in Cleveland, for all the

differences that it makes. The regional architecture breaks down;

it's now national architecture. So there's a sense that you are

living in something that's important. So the first stage of

course is re-identifying and living in the homes. It I S not a

great quantum leap of thought since most of the professionals can

afford it, doctors, lawyers, etc., that they then take an old home

and make it their office. It's still user-occupied, though it may

be adaptive use. The third stage is what we're all experiencing

now, which is preservation as development, where people are using

it as SPecUlative development, they're not using it for their own

offices, they're selling office space. The fourth stage, which

will hopefully come eventually, is basically the concept of

change management. IDoking at the resources around you, whether

they are historic or not historic, and recognizing that they have

value and just inCOrPOrating them in the landscape and using

them.

In '66 with the Historic Preservation Act, besides the

establishing of the National Register, you have an expansion of

the register concept into the series of districts. When you

follow preservation along that, you get to '76 with the first tax

act, which allowed for ten percent tax investment credit, a five

year amateurization, an economic recovery act of '81 with the big
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tax write-offs. You've sort of gone from the concept of the

house museum to historic development, and you're no longer dealing

with the old ladies in the tennis shoes in the Junior league and

all the nice people who would like to save Mr. So and So's house

because he was the most historic man in town, but you're now

dealing with vast areas, and by doing that, you I ve caused two

problems.

First off, historic preservation is, unfortunately,

academically oriented, it's conceptual in talking about historic

styles and look at this corner slide and look at this and look at

that, and it's real hard. Most folks can understand saving Mt.

Vernon; they don I t have a lot of sympathy with you when you talk

about Jim Bob's Feed and Drugstore, which is a 1904 commercial

building, because it I S something they can relate to, they

witnessed it, buying feed for their dogs, bUy their drugs down

there (that's the old type of drugs--you can probably still buy

new types there, but I donlt know anything about that) and it's

kind of hard to sell building officials on the idea of buildings

that they grew up with too.

The second problem you have is that you've attracted

developers. They're very nice folk, but their view of the

building as historic is viewed in economic terms solely, and

although they may say that they're doing it because they romance

about all the wonderful things that it engenders, how beautiful

the lives of the building are, what it does, it also puts dollars

in their pocket. I don't know anyone who's so philanthropic that

they just go on downtown and restore buildings and not care if
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it's a profit or not, it doesn't make any difference to them.

They're all trying to do it. And when you get developers, you Ire

also getting PeOple who are just looking at the bottom line, and

because of that, they look at the journals, and they all want

their buildings to look chic and passably safe. They I re not

really into the idea that it has to meet all of the codes, and

here's where we have some problems, because we're dealing with the

historic codes as we have them today, at least in uniform building

codes, which says that if you have a historic building, you can do

trade-offs.

Bubba Jones, who is the building official in Mobile, is very,

very symPathetic to our needs and wants and desires, but even he

has a hard time and is hard-pressed, because the codes and the

experiences that we I ve had at least in the last six years are very

hard to put together. Hurricane standards in this country

basically deal with wind factors of 120 miles per hour. OUr storm

had winds from 140-160. The FEMA people, who are just real nice,

to a degree, do they come to your town where you've had a

disaster? They love to come when there's nothing wrong with your

town, they can go to the bars, they can drink, they can eat at all

the places. When they came to Mobile, we had 89% of all our power

lines down, we had no power for two weeks, at least those that did

get power in two weeks, some of the places didn't get it for one

year. There was no alcohol and there was no ice, which was one of

the biggest problems, not having any alcohol. And they came down

and they wanted to get out right away because there was nothing

for them to do. They were living in our auditorium. They viewed
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all of our actions and all of our problems from the ground. It

took a lot of needling them to go into the buildings and look at

if from the roof. We thought it was interesting how they were

doing their study. But the problem that you get with this is that

we ended up with such things as, because of federal flood

insurance, we went from a nine foot above sea level requirement to

twenty-one feet. We have, in Alabama, the shortest shoreline, and

so FEMA and the flood insurance people thought they could ram that

down our throats. If you had a commercial building that had to go

twenty-one feet off the. ground, your ramp system would be

incredible. There is one on our causeway, it I S a series of four

loopbacks. I always feel that the people who are in wheelchairs

either have forearms as big as my leg and god help them if they

ever let go, off they go. we finally got FEMA to come down to

seventeen feet and hope we can get them down to just to slightly

smaller.

The problem that we have in small towns is that you look for

help and you look for guidelines, and of course, for those who

like subscriptions and all of that, there's APT, Association for

Preservation Technology. These are the science folks for

preservation. They have all the knowledge about all the new

epoxies you can use and why they work and why they don I t work.

The National Trust for Historic Preservation has little

information sheets. Your state's SHPO office is a good source to

get some of this information. Your architecture review boards

will only care about facades in general, don I t really talk about

anything that's structural, and then you have the Park Service.
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Now, the Park service controls what you do if you want to

take a tax act. First off, let me say that the leaflets do

educate, if you get people to read them. When you have a problem

and you write to somebody and you're like me and you're looking

for an answer and they send you a generalized information sheet,

all of which you already knew and most of it dealing with areas

that aren't in your concern, you get turned off real fast.

Everybody would like somebody to come into their town and say,

"Sure, here's the problem and here's the answer." It just doesn't

happen. The problem with the Park service, and I'm not real fans

of theirs, is they have nine rules of life. It's almost the

Bible. Because if you don't follow these nine rules, you don't

get tax credits; if you don't get tax credits, you're not going to

do the building.

Rule Number One (I'm not going to read all nine, I just

wanted to read four that really have anything to do with what

we're talking about) is that "every reasonable effort should be

made to provide a compatible use of a property which requires

minimal alteration of the structure or the site." So if you do

have a user and you have to reassign space in the building that's

going to cause damage to some of the historic fabric, the Park

Service can tell you, "We don't think that's a nice use, that's

not compatible with the building." You try to argue, "This is the

only tenant I've got," and they say, "No matter."

Second is "the distinguishing original quality or character

of a structure or site should not be destroyed. The removal or

alteration of any historic material or distinctive feature should
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be avoided." So if you're talking about taking off the cornice,

you've already lost the tax credit. There is no option to do

seven out of ten or three out of five; you are required to do all

nine.

Number Five is "distinctive stylistic features or examples of

skilled craftsmanship which characterize the building shall be

treated with sensitivity." One of my favorite words. My

sensitivity and their sensitivity have always been different, and

they have, I guess, rrore sensitivity, because they have more

power. I think that's how it works.

Number Six, "deteriorating architectural features should be

be repaired rather than replaced whenever possible." What you end

up with is the people who are going to control the economics of

your tax act, the DePartment of the Interior, telling both you and

the developer and the building officials that if it isn I t done the

way "we" like it, then "we" don I t care what you do with the

building, because you're not going to get a tax credit. Now that

means they don't care whether the building comes down, they don I t

care whether the building is done under another system, but if you

want the tax credit, you're not going to get it. You have to go

by these rules. For most of the people who are looking at the tax

credit, that 1 S the only way the building will survive. And the

problem that we have, the thing that I see as the rrost important

thing, is that preservationists cannot stand to have this use that

we talk about being the last use of the building, because we can I t

afford to have people saying, "We tried that and it didn1t work."

Or we can't afford conversely, to relax the rules so much that
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cornices come down, public outcry is, "Those buildings have· to

come down in toto." So you end up between a rock and a hard

place.

Last month in Selma, Alabama, we had a state-wide conference

on architecture review boards and how we can help one another and

I was asked how do we go about it in Mobile, being the second

largest city in the state (we have 200,000 in our count--shows you

how big we are). How do we go about helping various people who

come up with design problems? We say, "Real easy. We have a

free design clinic. II OUr free design clinic employs graduates,

gives them experience dealing with clients, gives them experience

in handling problems. Gwen Turner from Demopolis stood up and

said that's very nice we do that in Mobile. In Maringo County,

and in the surrounding counties around here, Clark, Washington,

there's not an architect registered, employed, living in these

regions. And it's very hard to realize that in the hinterland-

you think I'm in the hinterland--we have folks farther back than I

live who have no one to go to. They don I t even know about dealing

with any of the things that we've discussed, because they don I t

have the literature coming to them, and if the literature was

there, there's no one there to do it. It's one thing to find out

all the great scientific things you can do from APT, but if all

your masons just been doing it because that's the way Daddy did it

and wouldn't know chemistry other than as a spelling word, you're

in a serious problem.

Again, our problems are slightly different. We've had

several interesting comments today about water problems. we have
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water being driven into our buildings at about 140 miles an hour

during a hurricane. We've had water damage to our studs because

it just was pushed through. And you don't notice these problems

until about two years later, once the initial surprise comes

through and you find out that you haven't lost too many things.

I just lost a chimney; I did get my neighbor's, but not exactly in

the same shape and condition. But I ended up having water damage

inside my house and you can see water spots on the plaster walls

in the middle or down below and you could sort of try to trace it

and you knew it wasn't seeping in some place and then finding a

point and if you went on the outside and started really trying to

investigate, you would realize it's been pushed through at a rapid

rate. Looking at the slides that we saw, I can I t imagine if you

had the kinds of winds that we I re talking ~ut what would happen

to the buildings. You're talking about just a general wind. It

would be just frightful to see what would happen.

The second thing that I find interesting--in new buildings,

in Houston where they had a hurricane just recently, they found

that windows were popping out allover the downtown area and they

assumed after the first day of checking the rubble that it was

from flying debris. What they ended up finding out was that

there was a new wind tunnel effect caused by each new bt.lJlding

being placed. Again, people talk about the code being very

important and it is, but the code still is the lowest common

denominator that they allow. It's not the highest standard; it's

the lowest standard that they say is okay, which sort of always

frightens me because people say, "This is code-tested" and that's
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not always the thing that I want to hear. But they've had

problems in Houston and how do you figure out a code if with each

new building creation there are new kinds of problems? Does this

mean each building that's built in Houston now has to go through a

test based on the new wind factor? That means you'd be changing

the code with each new building and it would depend who built

first and how fast they built it what you end up with. So I

think the problem that we discussed is much more complicated and

when it deals with historic buildings, we're in a real mess,

because again, it's important that we get something done in which

the last use isn't this use.
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Robert Brenlin:

I think today we've seen a lot concerning the bad condition

these buildings are presently in, but we haven't really found out

what these srrall towns are like. In this last panel, we have some

owners from the srrall towns and hopeful1y we can get a better idea

what makes a srrall town unique and different from Seattle, because

I don I t think it's been rrade clear why these small towns have the

particular problems they do.

r think Dave Goldsmith hit upon it a little about how

obviously the economy in these towns has a lot to do with how they

can capitalize their buildings and how much money they've included

to actually rehab them.

The study team went to seven towns and the people in those

towns were really receptive to what we were doing. They allowed

us to tour their buildings; they talked to us about their

problems; they talked to us about the money they had spent on the

buildings. They were really open about it and we appreciated that

because it gave us a lot of good inforrration.

They knew that there were problems with their buildings but

they wanted to talk about them and they wanted to learn more about

the whole process of· rehabbing buildings; they wanted to learn how

these buildings were built; and they wanted to learn what they

could do about some of the problems that they realized existed.

Each of the towns had several different kinds of owners which

affected the process of rehabilitation and the application of

seismic codes. we had owners that had owned the building since it

was built, whose family had owned the building for maybe 100
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years. In some cases, they had spent a lot of money in

maintaining that building; other owners had not.

There were some things that we could generalize about these

buildings as far as ownership and the relationship to the

application of codes and the condition of the buildings but we

could not really sPeCify in every instance why the problems in

these buildings existed or how economics or ownership had caused

the conditions to exist. We surveyed buildings owned by public

agencies such as a historic society. In some instances, this

meant there was a budget to maintain these properties and in

many cases there was a better record of some of the historical

societies maintaining their buildings because they had a fixed

budget that they could work with every year. We looked at several

buildings owned by the YWCA or YMCA in these towns; they also had

a budget to maintain their building. Public ownership did

increase the maintenance of the building.

In other towns, we found a considerable amount of change in

ownership. One owner might own the building for two years but

sell it when the difficulties of rehabilitation became obvious.

Sometimes there was a value that was created just because it was

historic. We found often times when we looked at the building

that there were so many structural problems that the building was

overvalued and that the costs of stabilizing the building were not

included in the sale of the building. We surveyed buildings that

had transferred quite frequently in some towns, and then we found

buildings where an owner had actually owned the building for

several years and put a lot of money into it. If the owner had
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his or her business in the building and the business was doing

well, then the owner was able to spend more money on maintaining,

upkeeping, and rehabbing. We found a lot of different ownership

positions and this often could affect the conditions of the

buildings even though we couldn't generalize about why a certain

owner had done one thing and another had done something different

I'd like to make another observation about these small towns.

I think everybody loves going to small towns. But to actually own

a building in one is a lot different, there's a real love/hate

relationship. I think these owners don't necessarily love these

buildings like all the tourists do that come to visit them.

They said to us, "You know, ~ll, if ~ have to do all of this

structural work because of the condition of the building, ~ might

as well sell it. 'I The work and headaches can just be too much

year after year and you can lose the love you once had for the

building. Now we I re telling them they have these structural

problems, it's now even worse for them, what do they do? They are

looking for help and they are looking for some more knowledge

about things. They knew a lot about their building, but they

didn't know what to do. In many cases, there wasn't the knowledge

in the corrmunities, there wasn't the structural engineering

knowledge, there wasn't architectural knowledge, there was

expertise missing there that would have helped these owners get

by.

The other thing that we found is that these historic

districts where you find unreinforced masonry buildings experience

a lot of competition from the commercial arterials outside the old
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core. This had a lot to do with whether these buildings were

maintained and whether you could put a business in there that

would make money. You have the chain stores, you have the

Albertson's and the Fred Meyers' and those kind out on the

arterial and the historic core often times was neglected by the

people of the community. It happens in some towns, that the

competition with these older buildings can reduce their economic'

stability.

People like to visit the old towns and the old buildings, but

for the people that own them, it's not as glamorous. I think they

like them but they know they may not be able to keep the building,

They may have to sell it, they may not have the money to fix it

up. This Panel will be able to address a little of that, and we'd

like to have a real discussion period afterv;.ards. Thepanelists

have a lot of knowledge, they know a lot about the small towns, I

think this is the panel where you can find out why certain things

occur in small towns that don't occur necessarily in cities like

Seattle, and I don I t think this information has been taken

advantage of yet, so if you could ask questions and try to bring

some information out of these people, it would be valuable.

Donna wright:

Good afternoon. After today, I really have more of a total

awareness of our buildings--and I think it I S added one more

stress probably to an already stressful life. I feel like maybe I

should run home and start taking better care of the building

immediately. When I married my husband, I did not realize I I d
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also be inheriting a building that was built in 1893--you speak of

love-hate relationships! We inherited the building after his

family had passed away. It was built by his grandfather. At that

time it was a very viable building, it was Miller's Department

Stores' first building and their first business in the state of

Oregon and it was also a central heating plant, so that the whole

building--it has two stories--it was all operating and rented and

leased. As far as the income, it was there.

Then in 1963, the heating plant (it was one of the longest

and oldest in Oregon, privately owned, and it heated nine blocks)

when the mills had gone out, wasn't a business any longer and

Miller's sold their business to someone else and so the rent

stopped. we had a much IIDre minimal rent so we had to do

something. We started working harder and we kne\V about leaking

roofs from above, we knew about flooding basements from below, and

our problems grew. My husband's sister went to work to help

support her buildings, she went back to teaching school, and that

is how I got involved in the business and in the building. We've

heard all these exciting things and we'd love to preserve our

building, we want to put the IIDney back. But the minute you

mention structural engineers or architects, it I S sort of like

mentioning attorneys and doctors because iJlmediately we see dollar

signs and we panic. We're the ones who are going to say to you,

"HOVl much is it going to cost? How little can we possibly spend

to get by? Where are we going to get the money?" All of you want

money for your services, but this is our predicament. So once

again, we work harder.
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I jotted down some notes on everything that I s been said about

buildings and businesses and where the money comes from, etc. and

I put down what we really feel are the top ingredients to keeping

our building alive and viable and looking attractive and not

deteriorating. we do rent other buildings and we charge our rent

accordingly because we like to see the town filled with tenants

because there I s nothing worse in a small town than to see empty

buildings. So lots of times we'll rent that building and we I 11

put it at the minimal dollar to keep it rented and hope that that

business will get on its feet and make a go of it. I put it as my

priority to keep that building strong and attractive--as a tenant,

and I am my husband's tenant, so that I s why it gets top

priority. Anyway, with the tenant, if that tenant can keep a

strong, vital business going and create dollars, then that

building is successful because then the tenant can afford to pay

the rent and the building owner doesn't have to fear that

overnight the tenant won 't be there and then what will he do? So

"Jith the tenant we do everything we can to create an active,

strong business. We sell merchandise, clothes, we have foods, we

have a beauty parlor down below, we've broken the building as a

small specialty store. we watch what our competition I s doing and

if it looks prosperous, we go for it.

We were not into retail or buildings originally, but 'i,ve went

around trying to get ideas twelve years ago because we knew vle

would either end up losing it or it would have to be a success.

We went to one town in Washington and saw a building that was

everything we wanted ours to be. It was beautiful. It had no
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leaky roofs. What they spent on just their outside awning, we had

to spend on the total remodeling of our building. So we were

eating our hearts out, knowing they had a full basement, an

excellent heating system, new carpeting, everything--and they had

janitors-that was the ultimate! Anyway, we went back and visited

over the years because our daughter lives in this community--and

we watched that business close its doors. ~'iith all the beauty of

the building, it still didn't make it--because the janitor was

nicer to us than the people in the store. The owner had all the

wisdom but he couldn't quite put it to work. You know it takes

lots of enthusiasm, energy, and creativity to make something go,

and evidently something was lacking, because he had it all.

Moving on now, from that being on the top of my list as a

tenant, is our location. We are lucky to be located, with a

building built in 1893--the town could have gone in any direction-

-but we have banks on three corners and we have adjacent Penney's

store and this really gives us extra help, being in this spot--and

that was purely luck, I'm sure.

The third thing on our list is parking, and once again, the

property owners and the city worked together and we have parking

behind our store. We have other business property without the

parking. Without parking, we could not, in this building, be as
"

viable as we are.

The fourth thing on my list that I put down \'vas the visual

attractiveness of our building. When we first opened, we had

$25,000-30,000 to put into our building and get it going and

that's not much money for a two story building that needs lots of
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things. We ended up putting on awnings and painting the building;

inside, we put some new floors down (parquet wooden floors), we

chipped the stucco away from the brick so we have a natural brick

wall, we put in some carpeting--and we tried to do it as

attractively as we could with minimal dollars.

We are always open to any ideas, especially ideas about where

the money comes from would help because at times we panic when one

more thing needs to be done in our building and in our area.

We're competing with Washington Square, the major shopping malls

in Oregon (we're an hour from Portland) and it is hard to stay in

business and keep your bUildings going. Really, our thoughts

night and day are what will we do and what will need repairing

tomorrow. Thank you.

William Keefer:

I'll play the devil's advocate today (as an architect) and

represent the owner of the building (pictured back there on the

fourth board) and I'll describe what we did to it and then we'll

have a question and answer period.

The building appears from the outside to be a four story

building; it's actually got a daylight basement so it has five

usable floors. It I S a building that was originally built as a

building with a basement and two stories on a corner lot that was

about 50 x 100 ';vith a 50 x 50 building on it or thereabouts; it

was a bank building. Somewhere along the line, somebody added

down the block to it and over the top of it and turned it into an

apartment house. So we discovered when we went to look at it that
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it was originally a commercial building and then converted to an

apartment house; now they're going to convert it back into

offices.

1 don't know how to preface this without getting somebody

angry at me. What every project needs to get going is a purpose.

Just the fact that the old building is there and getting

deteriorated isn't enough incentive to make you fix it up.

Sitting in the audience today is the city building director of the

Planning Department and the Building Department of the City of

Vancouver, and thanks to his condemnation of the building, we got

to go to work on it.

The other thing that I must preface so that you people don't

get too nervous about "What \'fe did to it, the person "Who bought the

building and rehabilitated it was a banker. Every project also

needs some little edge, to make it a little different or a little

better. Well, bankers don't pay interest on the money they use.

I'll tell you right now where the money came from and how it

happened, and then I'll show you what we did to it.

The simplest way to investigate a structure to see what has

to be done to it is to open it up and take a look at it. So I

convinced the owner to thoroughly gut the building first, before

we did the total structural investigation. That really helps in

the case of a building that's been empty for a few years when

nobody's using it--rather than make a lot of guesswork and fiddle

things out, we just gutted the building and we learned a lot about

it that way.
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Bob Morris:

About 70% of the downtown buildings were condemned in Santa

Rosa at the time I'm speaking of i Santa Rosa had gotten also a lot

of new urban renewal money, so there was a big urban renewal sweep

through town and they were dwnping things pretty fast. I recall

in my neighborhood there was a man with a caterpillar and for $100

he would knock your house down. He had a pretty good business

going around town.

I took SPecial notice of one big Victorian building in town.

It was a beautiful house and it was on a main street with a big

traffic count and I just knew it was going to be a good place for

an office building. One Sunday morning I was going by it and the

realtor was just picking up the keys from the owner. The owner

lived out of town and he was real interested in getting rid of it.

So I walked through the place and thought what a great place it

was and I talked to the owner and he said well let's have a cup of

coffee and- so he took me to Samba's and said well if you give me

$500 down, you can buy it. I thought what a great idea. For some

reason, we made the deal on the back of a napkin and I wrote down

that I 'ivouldn' t have to make him another monthly payment until I

got a use permit, and I don't know why I did it but he said well

Monday you can go down and get one--well, it took us two years to

get a use permit because at that time, they wanted a new

earthquake code structure brought in. This was about the first

building in town that was going to happen to. They really didn't

know what they vrcmted to do with it.

In the meantime, I had applied for an historical permit. I
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wanted the building registered as a historical building, and as

that developed, the city suddenly decided they had a delicate

piece of property on their hands and they weren't going to just

shove this earthquake code on it. They kept debating how to

handle it, trying to decide what to do. I told them that I didn't

have any lOOney and that if they wanted to push it hard, I'd

probably just knock it down and put a gas station up, and so they

were pretty sensitive with the code. I feel that once it became

an historical property, the city officials really went way out of

their way to help us and they revised the code a lot too.

Some of the things that they wanted us to do which I felt at

the time were unfair and were going to hurt the property was that

we had to do vertical shear walls and horizontal shear walls

through three floors, which meant taking all the baseboards off,

and it had curved ceilings, wraparound walls and they wanted those

to be tied in on all the walls, which meant we had to dismantle

the inside of the house carefully, put up all the ~valls and then

put the thing back together. we had to put plywood on all of the

floors in the same way, even in the attic, we had to tie the

building, which was a wood structure building, we had to tie it to

the foundation. After we finished rehabilitating the building to

rreet the new earthquake code, the structural engineer said it was

probably one of the tightest buildings in town but it was probably

one of the worst things we could have done for an earthquake

because before it just sort of rolled with it and now it was so

tight it would probably just dump it into the street. But anyway 1

we accomplished and they accomplished what was to be the new

earthquake standards in Santa Rosa.
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We spent about $10,000, which seemed at the time like it was

a waste of rroney because nobody' s going to corne into this

conmercial property just because it's been rehabed with earthquake

code, but I noticed that when I got ready to sell the building,

with everybody who came around to look at the building, it was one

of the first things they wanted to know--whether it was brought up

to code. This meant that the whole California real estate thing

is just based on a different set of aesthetics--their financial

statement, whereas, say in Port Townsend, who cares if it's

brought up to code--but in California that I s the way of life.

Maybe someday that I s the way it will be up here. For me, it was

just an experience in development; I had no intention of becoming

a developer when I got started in the thing, I 'inll probably never

become one again, but that was just my experience wit..'1 restoring

an old building.

I really feel that in Port Townsend eSPeCially that, as it

was mentioned before, it's a different set of economics over there

and'I don't know if it could survive that sort of rehabilitation,

whereas in California, I had the building filled before I even

opened the front door, and there was never a problem filling every

square inch of that property, but in Port Townsend, with these

second and third floors, I don I t know if you could ever do it.

larry Nickel:

As an elected official, I imagine you'll expect me to talk

out of both sides of my mouth, and I probably will today. I' m

caught in the middle of a very interesting subject, and it came
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home to me realistically when I got a call from a local newspaper

reporter that said, "I just saw in the P-I and over the AP wire

that Ellensburg's buildings are going to fall down and you I re the

mayor, what are you doing to do about it?" Well, I said, "Gee

guys, I haven't read the report, I can't make a comment," and he

said, "~vell who do I talk to?" and I said, "I know Bob's over

there and if you give me a few minutes, I'll find his phone number

for you," and between the time I gave him the phone number, I

called Bob myself and said, "Gee, Bob, what's going on? Do we

have a problem?" Well, I'm here today to refute, categorically,

that Ellensburg I s buildings will fall down in a windstorm. Those

of you who know anything about Ellensburg at all know that we have

wind there; we don't have that problem. The other things, we may

have.

Kind of as a perspective--I am an historian and I do run a

museum in an historic building in an historic district and I'm

charged by state law with upholding the health and safety codes

for the citizens of Ellensburg. I have a personal problem now. I

also own one or two historic structures in the city of Ellensburg

that were part of the study. My family also owns one or ova

historic structures in the city of Ellensburg that were part of

the study.

The majority of the buildings in Ellensburg were built in

1889. They're cast iron and masonry construction. The city was

built on speCUlation as a rail head and a possible state capitol.

We list our population for revenue-sharing purposes at 11,500;

that includes the university student population, which is a good
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5,000 of that. So we're talking small town.

The central business district is classic. You Y~Ow, it's a

very small town, we've got urban problems. Those of you that

remember twenty years ago, Main Street, 8th Street, were the

cross-street highways of this state. It was bypassed by the

freeway, we had downtown deterioration, freeway stripped

development, but luckily at this time, no shopping center. ~'Je

still call Yakima our major shopping area and those of us who have

an automobile go to seattle frequently. We have a large

population of low and moderate income people who live on second

stories in the central busuiness district. We have done very well

in the past with community block grant funds. Through the

surveys, we have figured this out. The reason the low and

moderate income are in the central business district is that's

where the lowest rents are.

We have classic other problems. We have absentee landlords.

We have old families such as mine who have owned buildings for

years and years and on a marginal profit incentive, if any, and do

not seem to be willing to place dollars in structural components.

It hasn't been until this time that it's really come up. There's

very little resale of buildings in Ellensburg, Washington. The

gentleman (I hope I understood him right) said something about

structural rehabilitation could cost as little as $6 a square

foot. I hope that was right because I would say that those of us

in small towns are likely to get $6 per year in rent. That seems

to be a very real problem with us.

One of the problems we also have is not often is the tenant
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of the building t.'le ~er of the building, so when you talk to the

~er of the building, he'll say, "SUre, I might do something, but

I I 11 have to get it back in my rent." The tenant of the building

does not want him to do something to his building because he'll

have to pay it in the rent. I think this is classic kind of

stuff.

I can only think of one completely renovated building in

d~town Ellensburg in the last thirty, forty, fifty years. That

was one that was gutted, where a gentleman really didn't know what

he wanted to do, gutted the building and thought about ma.1<ing a

health club out of it, of all things. It '.vas standing there, the

bank across the street (bankers can be good guys, they can be bad

guys) coveted the property for a drive-in facility in the center

of downtown Ellensburg. So the future of this building, one of

our nicest-looking, was endangered. During the same time pericx1,

we had an arson fire across another street. An historic building

carne down and then was renovated by the bank-well, not renovated,

it was tom down and a drive-in facility was built and the drive

in facility is probably the nicest-looking historic drive-in bank

youIII ever see, but in the context of what I s haPPening in the

central business district and the drive-in concept in a downtown

area, it really isn I t the greatest thing in the world. But it 's

also tied to the state banking law which suggests that branch

facilities, especially drive-ins, have to be within so many feet

of the institution and that kind of thing. So on the one hand, T",le

lost the building, and on the other hand, we had another building

rehabed. The gentleman was aware of the tax act, he was aware of

limited Partnerships and he had a friend vIDO wanted to hide some
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money in an historic building. What happened was to put him over

the top, he showed the local bank that he could rehab this whole

U'lO story building, about a quarter of a block 's vlorth, for less

than the cost of the new construction of a one-story drive-in

facility. That really helped his situation.

It was mentioned, I think, by the gentleman from Jefferson

County that he called his banks about loans for historic

buildings--I agree, we have some basic red lines, what I call red

lines, in small towns. It may not be that there's a philosophy

behind it, but a lot of times, the major loan decisions are not

made in the local community. We don't have local banks anymore.

In Ellensburg, we don't. vle have regional branches and that kind

of thing, so sometimes D'1e decisions are not made locally.

We have problems where the building code and the fire code

don't jive. We have a situation in Ellensburg where a gentleman

owns buildings that are back to back and he wanted to put a

doorway through to connect them. On the one hand, and I can't

remember which, said "No, you can't" and the other one said, "Yes,

you must." So we have a situation where that happens and I'm sure

there are other examples of that.

I spent some ti.ne in Massachusetts a few years ago and I I 11

never forget going into buildings where there was a sign on the

front desk that said, "This building is unsafe. Enter at your own

risk. II I was intrigued with that because things are so healthy

and so clean and so pure out here. Back there we ' ve got another

hundred years of history and architecture. It seems liJce a

compromise to me. They are saying, "~ve know we have problems wiD'1
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the structure. If you want to be here, do so, but you've been

notified." And I guess that's one of the problems with what I

heard the other day. I I ve now been notified that Ellensburg may

have some problems and we're going to have to address that

somewhere down the road.

When we had a couple of arson fires in Ellensburg and there

have been more than one over the years--the last one that

happened, we had the State Fire Harshall come in from Yakima, and

he was quoted in the local newspaper as saying, "These buildings

were built to burn." That really helps historic preservation a

lot. Now, the State Fire Marshall had the opportunity to appear

before the City Council a couple of weeks later and I said, "Gee,

can you explain that to me?" And what he really meant was over

the years, the modernizations, the false ceiling?, the pipe

changes, and all these other things that have been added to

buildings were a good Part of the problem. If the building had

been left alone, it ~lould have been in better shape. This is

something again, as an elected official, that we have to address.

In small towns, it was mentioned before, we do not have an

availability of engineers, masons. The local architect that ,'Ie

have who is a great guy and has done a lot of historic

preservation tends to do his estimates. too low. That becomes a

problem when you're trying to set a budget. I'Ve tell our city

engineer to estimate high, so when it comes in, we look good. The

price of a project is less than your original estimate.

Government money seems to be a catch-all of how do we help.

Being involved with local government and receiving government
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funds for a number of purposes, there are good t.'lings and there

are bad things. 'Ihe museum I work in recently was the recipient

of Jobsville funds for jobs in archaeology and in historic

preservation. We happened to choose projects that were structural

in nature. We thought we could do twice as much originally, as we

actually could do with the dollars that were available. The

$5,000 grant that we got-the paper work is the same as for anyone

who gets whatever number. You have to keep the same receipts, you

have to file the same reports, keep the same logs, and that kind

of thing. ~Vhen you talk about small towns and conservative

businessmen and goverrunent money, they don I t want the paper work.

They don I t want you looking over their shoulder and that kind of

thing.

The other prohibition we have in this state for government

funds going toward historic preservation purposes is the

prohibition of lending of credit, a constitutional problem. ~Vhat

1 ' m saying is that local government couldn't say, "We can help you

fix your facades, II when by state law, in a third class city like

where I am, we cannot do that, we cannot put public funds in a

private enterprise type of situation. v1e can't loan you money,

unless the money comes from another source, like a federal

corrnnunity block grant program. Ellensburg is,,not one of the

cities that has a federal revenue corrununity block grant program

allotment: we have to compete for our funds. The last three

years, we have been unable to hit the jackpot, the last three

years, we have applied for downtown monies, and I thin.1< part of

the situation is that the state has now taken over the program,
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and downtown rehabilitation is not a high priority with the State .

Department of Commerce/Community Development.

We've talked a little bit this morning about cosmetic

treatments of buildings. Some years ago, the Historic Society

started on a storefront renovation, we'd call it. It was very

interesting because it was really ~wo storefronts with a central

area in the middle going upstairs. On the one hand, one side of

the storefront was historically intact with the original cast iron

columns with the original structure with the rounded cast iron

arches, brick-filled, etc. On the other side of the building, the

cast iron columns had been taken out and an I-beam was placed

across and you could see that; half the building was stuccoed

over. From behind we could see that we had the original cast iron

on one side and on the other side we knew we did not and because

one of the buildings burned in Ellensburg, we got two e.,'{act

matching pieces that we could put in the other storefront. But it

became cosmetic because structurally the original wasn't there

anYmOre. Now ",le knew that the building had been changed and the

reason it had been changed ,vas that it had been made into a drive

through when a car dealer agency was in there. \'lhat Vle didn't

know was that the I-beam on one hand was laid on top of the brick

column. It just laid there. So the same as, vmen the gentleman

was talking about removing the plaster, vmen we started taking the

storefront apart and put the cosmetic columns back in, we soon

found out we had a major structural problem. So we had to rush

around, we had to go to the po.......er comPanY, we had to get big

beams, we had to hold it up. People are more interested in
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thinking your building is going to fall down than in what you're

doing to the building itself. We had lIDre people stop and look at

the beams holding it up D~an anything else. It was lucky that a

local architect had a structural engineer in town within a two

week period on another project who came down and in Ellensburg

you t re still allowed to draw a drawing on a piece of paper and

take it down to your building inspector. It doesn't have to be a

grand scheme. We had to put a new footing in, we had to put

structural material in, and we did so. In a small town, it's

often you who are doing the \vork, so I was in the hole with the

jackhammer and everything else. It's hands-on preservation, we

call it in the business.

The lIDst interesting local issue we had in the last few

weeks was we had a storefront rehabilitation done and a new

business started. There \vere two interior cast iron columns that

had been boxed in with plywood. When they took the plywood off,

there were two magnificent and beautiful pieces. OUr local

building inspector went in; he's very new to the job and he reads

the code book, and he said, "No, you have to put sheet rock over

those." Of course, I became involved a little bit but not too

much and I said, "The code says that historic buildings can be no

less safe basically. That t s the current Washington code, very

generalized. It would seem to me that if you took the pl}""Nood

chimney off of them, they're safer than they were before." ~'Vell,

he couldn't buy that, and he was afraid of his own personal

liability, even though he t s covered by the city's insurance

policy, he was new, and I think this was the first time our
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building appeals code has met in the last five years on this one

Particular issue. Well, Bob was there, and the engineer, and I

said, "Now, how do we take care of this problem?" and the engineer

offered up that we might fill these columns with water in some way

and if a fire started, the water would boil off, etc. Well, ",le

didn I t go any further than that, and the building appeal got

together--they were scared by their own personal liability, but

eventually they took a vote, it was not unanimous, and the

columns stayed. The next thing that happened was then the fire

chief came in and I think that he is kind of backing off the

situation now a little bit, why, I really don't know, but these

problems are addressed in small conununities that call the State

Office of Archaeology and ask, "Have you ever come up against

this?", "No, we haven't," "Has Seattle ever come up against

this?", "Not that we know of," and that kind of thing. But what

it comes dO\>Jn to is what are we going to do about the problem?

OUt on the table, part of this report, are three

recommendations. I'm not going to be here tomorrow, so I hope

you'11 allow me to address them now. It says the State of

\~ashington should adopt or must adopt an historic building code

requiring a minimum set of standards for URM buildings. That is

going to be prob~ly a serious problem in a city such as

Ellensburg or in any small local city, where we may be forced to

then administer those codes, to go out and tell people their

buildings are unsafe, and really, what we possibly might be forced

to do is to shut down the majority of the entire central business

district. Another of the recommendations is for every community
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to identify their hazardous buildings and to adopt a method or

program to abate those hazards. I can see the Legislature passing

a bill stating vIe must do so but not providing the funding to do

so. I'm not saying this shouldn't be done, but how do we do it so

that we can all live with it and in a 'i'lay that vie can afford and

that kind of thing. The third recommendation is to establish a

regional review board to assist local communities in dealing with

the hazards of URM buildings. h'ell, I think maybe that ought to

be the first thing that's adopted. Establish some tyPe of

organization--and I'm not a proponent of more organizations at

all--but I think this is going to have to be taken very slowly and

I think you're going to have to do it in a manner where you're

going to have some steps, and more often than not, I think you I re

going to have. it give it a lot of time, for us especially in the

small communities to be able to adopt a program, to do the

budgeting and everything else, to address the very real problems.

Thank you.

Arletta Gould:

My brother and I bought our building because 'We were natives

of Port Townsend and 'We were watching our little town get bought

up ):>y people who were coming in from outside and 'We were feeling a

little possessive about the town and we wanted to have some

control over it, at least a little Part of it. We were really

fond of the Terry Building, which had been vacant for just about

as long as I can remember, and I think much of the building had

been vacant almost from the time it was built. vJhen we bought it,
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we didn't to make money with it. He're not phila,'1thropists, but

people 'i.vho want to get rich don't live in Port Townsend. It's not

fashionable. Between us, we just sold three commercial fishing

boats, so ,vhen the building came on the market, we were in

the position to bUy it. I thought it 'i.vould be less trouble than

trying to keep a boat afloat, but I found out that it I S pretty

much the same sort of thing. Oh, and--Dave Goldsmith--we did get

loans.

Also we bought the building partly because we were really

naive•. It had been empty so long and it hadn't been modernized

through the years. That looked good to us but we had no idea of

what we were getting into. But one thing we were aware of, when

we I d gone to look at the building, there was an earthquake while

we were in there with the realtor and we knew, that vlaS one thing

we discussed, but as Bob was mentioning, in an old building like

this where everything's loose, it just kind of sways wiL""l an

earthquake, and vie figured that with the earthquakes that we

usually have in Port Townsend, it wasn't going to be a serious

problem. If there was a serious earthquake, it didn't matter

where we were in Port Townsend, because the whole town was going

to fall down.

One of the problem we ran into when ,\Ie bought the building

was we bought it during an economic slump and we didn I t find a lot

of people just dying to go into business and rent the space. A

lot of it remained empty for a long time.

Another problem was that my brother got married about a vleek

after the sale closed and his wife had an opportunity to go to
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school in California, and they left. He hung around and helped me

';<lith a lot of it, but he's gone.

Another thing that happened was that when we bought it, we

thought that between us, \\le could do most of the \\lork on the

building ourselves. Even when you're doing it yourself, it costs

an awful lot of money. So what we would do is wait until we had a

space leased and then \ve would find we had deadlines and we had to

get it together much faster than we were caPable of doing, so we

hired a lot of help. So everything cost a lot more than we

expected it to. Also, some of the things that we did dO--'\'le put

on a roof, and it leaked. So we had to have that taken off and we

had to have it re-roofed by a professional. vJe just found sorre of

the things we weren I t caPable of fixing.

Another problem with the building is it's not a whole lot of

fun to be a landlady. I went into the building yesterday and I

came out with a list; among other things, the lightbulbs aren't

adequate, we need bigger lightbUlbs, and I thought I'm not sure

that that I s my responsibility, but they asked me nicely and I'll

probably go and replace the lightbulbs. There I s a leak over

Carol's desk. This leak is bet'\veen two floors and there I s no

plumbing there. I don 't knmv where the water I s coming from, but

we've had some pretty good squalls in Port TO~1send recently and

something I s traveling in a strange place and I I m not sure ...mat

vle I re going to do about that. Also the skylights are leak.ing and

the toilet overflowed and it didn I t just run out onto the floor,

it ran beb/leen the wall, and another problem is D~at the Duilding

smells and we don't know what the source of it is, but the
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building vIas mostly vacant for years, it was in."labited by pigeons

on the top floor, and even though it I S been cleaned, I think. that

when you heat a building like that, you get an odor again. It

wasn't too bad when there were no windows in it. We also have a

tenant who built a fence for a little beer garden and he put the

fence on someone else's property. She called me and she 'iJaS very

nice about it, but she wanted it moved, and when I mentioned this

to the tenant, he said t11at he thought that was a landlady's

responsibility, so I think that if I move the fence, I' 11 probably

take it down but I won't put it back up. Anyway, it's not a lot

of fun.

I guess I have really mixed eroc>tions about the building.

It I S a great source of misery and at the same time, it I S a source

of pride. Just recently our tenant put the building on the

Victorian Home Tour in Port Townsend. It wasn't quite ready for

it, I would have rather done it at a later date, but it's nice to

hear people say good things about your building.

Oh, and if I had it to do over again, I "i'l7ouldn I t do it.
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Michael Ieventhal:

Yesterday we discussed the problems of historic buildings

meeting basic safety codes, specifically, unreinforced masonry

buildings, and today, as Pat pointed out, we discuss the three

point recommendations that I assume all of you picked out from the

initial study of this problem completed by the Department of Civil

Engineering, the University of Washington and Building Systems

Technology. The recommendations call for minimum standards being

set for unreinforced masonry buildings; a survey of those

hazardous buildings; and establishing a regional review' board to

assist small communities with the problem. In the panel that will

follow, my brief remarks will represent planning, engineering and

elected official and preservationist. What is involved in this

issue is: I)· economics, 2) cuItural resources and their

historic integrity, 3) overlapping and somewhat offsetting and

contradictory government regulations already set up, and of

course, 4) liability.

As a preservationist, my focus is predominantly on the

cultural resource found in preserving, restoring, renovating, and

in the re-use of our architectural heritage, the surviving

historic buildings that we have today. Yesterday we discussed

several aspects. Just for clarity--it I s occurred to me that we

may not all have the same concept of what is in an historic

building. What defines a building as historic is not simply

age, rather it is a combination of factors dealing with age,

cultural association, and an understanding of how architecture,

the three dimensional artifact, allows us to be connected with our
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history. You can't point to some specific detail of the building

and say that's what is important and that's what makes it historic

and the rest of it is of minimal value. It is not simply the

facade or the decorative elements but it goes deeper into regional

adaptations, interior arrangements, decorations, use of material,

streetscape patterns, site planning, etc.

In the economic restoration, renovation of a building

basically takes in the tax act project. It's a tax act project

and that means that the property owner or the developer who is

doing the project already runs into two potentially conflicting

borders. First is the Building Codes themselves, and from at

least the Southern Standard Building Code which is just like all

the rest primarily, they say "Under sPecial historic buildings in

. the district, the provisions of this code relating to the

construction, alteration, repair, enlargement, restoration,

relocation, or moving buildings or structures shall not be

mandatory for existing buildings or structures identified and

classified by the state or local jurisdictions as historic

buildings when such buildings or structures are judged by the

building official to be safe and in the public interest of health,

safety, and welfare regarding any proposed construction,

alteration, repair" etc. And of course, it ends with "The

applicant must submit complete architectural engineering plans ill1d

specifications bearing the seal of a registered professional

architect or engineer".

That, of course, is a problem--it allows the building

official to ease his liability, but you can ahvays find an
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engineer or an architect, in some cases, to sign almost anything.

That's a problem in the profession itself, I don't think that our

area is any different than any other area in this respect. Just

recently did the new changes, especially in Ohio and Georgia, come

into the building codes and they now say that "In addition, the

code provides that where if the new use of the building is no more

hazardous than the previous use, compliance with new construction

standards is not required." And it specifically exempts building

officials who follow the acceptable compliance alternatives where

the code allows from liability. So if you want to do a building,

you already, through historic preservation, have some leeway which

to follow.

Of course, following this is following the tax act and the

bible of all tax act projects, secretary of the Interior's

Guidelines and Standards. I was amused by reading some of it

yesterday. Specifically, in building exterior features, it is

Recommended ("Recommended," by the way, in Park service Government

language means "Yes"; "Not Recommended" does not mean it I S as if

you have options, where you can say, "Well, I didn I t follow that

recommendation," it means that "You will do this" or "You will not

do that, n but I always like a word that I s made to seem like you

have some volition in the matter) --it is "Recommended" repairing

or replacing, where necessary, deteriorated material with new

material that duplicates the old as closely as possible (I was

thinking of styrofoam yesterday which isn't quite like stone but I

guess it could be if you were drunk enough), replacing missing

significant architectural features such as cornices, brackets,
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railings, or shutters. Those are all required. "Not Recommended"

is applying new materials which are inappropriate or were

unavailable when the building was constructed, such as artificial

birch siding, artificial cast stone or brick veneer, and I guess

styrofoam could be added to that. It goes on to talk about roofs

and roofing, preserving or replacing where necessary ("where

necessary" means "you shall"), all architectural features that

give the roof its character, its central character, such as normal

windows, the cupulas, cornices, brackets, chimneys, crusting and

weather vanes. "Not Recommended," of course, is stripping the

roof of all architectural features important to its character.

The Secretary of the Interior goes on to the Safety Code

Requirements: "Recorrnnended" is complying with Code Requirements

in such a manner that the essential character of a building is

preserved intact, working with local code officials to investigate

alternative life safety measures that preserve the architectural

integrity of the building, investigating variances for historic

properties, allowed under some local codes. Also "Recommended" is

installing adequate fire prevention equipment in a manner that

does minimal damage to the appearance of the fabric of a building,

adding new stairways and elevators that do not alter existing exit

facilities or other important architectural features and spaces of

the building. It is "Not Recommended," of course, to add anything

"life safety" which removes important architectural features and

spaces from the building.

So if you want to do a tax act project, you've already got

some leeway in the code and the Secretary of the Interior says
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'When it comes between the code and the integrity of the building,

the architectural fabric of the building, you must lean with the

architectural fabric of the building and find some way to get

around it.

After this, we get to the findings of the dangers of the

unreinforced masonry buildings. Historic preservation has fought

and argued for oore lenient treatment before the building codes,

and yet, as preservationists, we must recognize that cute is not

always safe as we look at the buildings, and oore importantly, if

disaster strikes, do we want all of our historic architecture

stripped of details by public outcry and by public liability? In

some of the cases, we may be dealing with a fine line. The Object

to me is not to make old buildings like new but rather to make

them as safe as new construction. And we need not sacrifice

visual excitement for safety. Design creativity must take a part

in the process. It I S a balancing act to properly insure and to

properly make sure you understand if you I re going to renovate and

rehabilitate, because anyone can remodel. And if you streamline

the building just to make it safe, you may have lost all those

characteristics that make it important and historic.

Not everyone yesterday was in agreement, as you probably

remember. While some felt that damage may potentially exist, it

has not happened, others said it was in the cards, maybe not

today, but sometime down the line. Economics seem to be an even

larger problem than the hazards. Economics for the owner ,.mo

would have to find the money to do the work, by the government who

would have to find the money to do the survey, and by the people
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themselves, you and I, if we lost all of our cultural resources.

In the last panel yesterday, several points were made that I feel

need repeating. The first was, will the new code make a

difference? Will the swall towns be able to administer a new code

or simply shut down unsafe old buildings? ~Vho will pay for the

work to be done? Will there be any financial help from the

property owners themselves?

There is an interesting phenomena happening in New England

and spreading among sly folk around the country in doing tax act

projects. Corporations are buying buildings, they are doing

plans, they are looking at the buildings, they are removing all

those elements which they find do not correspond with their plans.

The corporation then sells the building to a subsidiary

corporation of. themselves. According to the Interior Deparb~nt,

once you get a building in any condition, if it's still historic,

you are not liable for the past sins and past ONners. So what

owners are doing is they're stripping the buildings, setting up a

new dummy corporation, going before the Park Service and saying "I

don I t know who did this work. This is the way vve found it.

Everything "vas stripPed." And what happens is that when you talk

about regulations and who I s going to help the property owner, b'l.e

property owners in a sense seemingly given their own selves to pay

for will strip the materials.

Also asked yesterday was how can experts get to all the small

towns? It seemed like a good idea but how is it to be executed in

some manner? To me, and again I stress this, it is important that

the present and next use of our historic buildings not be the last
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use. And it seems to me also that the historic preservationists

have responsibility to set up and indeed try to find the

solutions to save as much of the historic fabric as possible,

rather than having disaster strike and have them lose it by people

who don't quite seem to understand why we want to save all of it

in the first place.

Jake Thomas:

I apologize to you all for not having been here yesterday but

these are busy times for Olympia bureaucrats so if I repeat

someb~ing that was said yesterday or if I get off on a subject

that looks repetitious, interrupt me, please.

Briefly, I am very much in favor of an historic building code

if what that means is that you don I t have to do unnecessary and

expensive improvements to historic buildings when there are

alternate ways, cheaper ways to make the buildings safer.

There is a clear problem with the existLig building code in

its lack of SPeCificity with respect to historic buildings. What

it does is n~rely create confusion by providing discretion to b~e

local code official to grant an exemption from strict compliance

to the building code so long as the building is somehow safer

after the project is finished than before it began. But in the

absence of SPecific guidelines, no official in his right mind is

going to exercise that discretion because vmat that means is that

he takes on himself the responsibility if something goes wrong.

If with the regular building code strictly enforced, people die in

the building, the responsibility is with the code and not the
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official if the official's done his job in interpreting the code

and enforcing the code. If the official exercises his discretion,

he is taking on himself that responsibility and few are \"lilling to

do that.

we all know that unreinforced masonry buildings behave

differently in an earthquake than other types of buildings. It is

therefore ridiculous to impose design requirements that assume

those buildings are something they are not. Clearly, - there is a

need for an historic preservation bUilding code, the unreinforced

rrasonry buildings' code. What we do with that t..hough, \vith the

knowledge that that is necessary, is an open question.

The findings of the seismic study are disturbing both from a

point of view of life safety (the threat that seems to exist for

the occupants of those buildings irnportant to our national

heritage) and from the point of view of future preservation re-use

of those buildings. We've always knO'wn that there was a problem

but maybe we didn't know how serious it was. In deciding how to

respond to what needs to be done and where to start, we need to be

very careful indeed.

Historic buildings, as we have learned, are just real estate

like any other kind of real estate. They are investments and they

compete with other kinds of investments. And because of the costs

of long-term improvements, the cost of preservation over the long

term and bringing the buildings up to a useable condition,

there's a great capital need, a huge amount of capital is needed

for historic preservation--and when you're in the capital market

where other investments are available to the people w11.o have
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capital to invest, the psychology of the market becomes a critical

consideration.

~fuen looking at other kinds of markets, the stock marlzet,

commodoties market, you can see phenon where the self-fulfilling

prophecy is created. The Wall Street Journal reports that the

stock might go down and the stock goes down, not because the stock

was not good stock but because somebody said it was going to go

down. If we are saying that historic buildings are unsafe, that

they are a risk to the lives of the people within them, the very

problem of attracting capital to historic buildings is made tl1at

Imlch harder and the public relations of the seismic problem, hoi'!

vie present that to the outside world, in the context of the

legislature, in seeking changes in the building code, all this

stuff is very, very public. We have to worry about the capital

needs of historic buildings and the pyschological effect of \~at

we are telling people. So I guess in deciding \"hat to do, it's

necessary to look at the market psychology and the economics of

historic preservation.

If you look at the effects of historic preservation ta~

credits over the past four years now, you'll see that it has

resulted in great activity in downtown Seattle and ve~J little

activity practically everywhere else. That means that there was a

situation in dO\Vlltown Seattle where G~e economics of historic

preservation was favorable enough that when they changed G~e tax

law, it put t.l1e thing over the top. T'nat hasn't happened

else\vhere. ~'Jelre going to have to, I believe, through the state

tax structure, improve the economics in other parts of t.~e
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state, in rural areas, small cities, to bring them up into a

position where they are also competitive ylith other kinds of

investments. If we don I t attack the economic problem at the same

time that we attack the code enforcement problem, then the result

will not be that we have safer historic buildings, the result will

be that we will have fewer historic buildings because those

buildings that are so important in our heritage will not be

useable and it will be necessary to remove them.

Don Kramer:

As a practicing structural engineer, what I would probably

recomnend is an enforcable building code that has a lot of leeway

for the practicing engineer to come up with a scheme that would

bring the building into a safe or non-collapsed condition. Any

code that is proposed has to have very loose guidelines, it has to

allow a lot of interpretation of· hCM a project is put together and

how it is analyzed, so that the most economical system can be put

into effect that will allow the buildings to remain in service.

How that is to be done remains a very tough question.

I know that the building officials would like to see

something that is very specific in nature and, as I said, the

structural engineers I think would probably like to see something

that is fairly liberal in interpretation. That's going to be a

very tough problem to resolve so that everyone feels comfortable

with it, and I don't really YJ10W What the answer is. I know L~at

yJe have worked very closely with the building officials when \'le

have renovated these buildings and we've been very fortunate in
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that these people have had an open mind as to 'Nhat we '(-.jere able to

do and did not take a strict interpretation of the code. NO',v

G~ere's a lot of these smaller agencies around that are enforcing

the code t.1-tat do not have some of the expertise that some of the

agencies that we've been working with have and those are going to

be a very difficult type of people to deal \vith, I think, in the

strict sense of the code. Again, 1 don I t have the anSVlers of hoVl

to best come up with a code, but 1 do knovl. from a structural

standpoint that vIe do need something or some guidelines and the

officials need some guidelines as far as the older bUildings are

concerned.

John Kariotis:

1 1 m going to speak to you some'(ihat on California experience.

I started about the time of our research on Earthquake Hazard

Reduction/Existing Buildings as a consultant to the California

State Historic Building Code Commission. OUr section on

earthquake hazard reduction or reduction of ordinary hazards is

one chapter out of thirteen, so as you can see, the eart.~quake

hazard for historic buildings is only one of many of the hazards

that a building is subjected to as far as natural hazards. Fire,

in reality, if we look at nationwide statistics, removes more of

these buildings than an eart.1-lquaJ<.e ever does. A historic code, in

my opinion, has to be complete and consider everything inclUding

how to access the handicapPed to the structure as well as how to

reduce hazards.

1 've heard several times (it always comes up) t."lis group
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use the words "safe" and "unsafe." One of the t..."lings that ~le had

to first spend almost a year to a year and a half on, on the State

Historic Building Code Commission for California, was to quit

using the words "safe" and "unsafe." They are Hords which in

everybody's minds have an absolute line dra\Vl1 through them. There

is no such thing as IIsafe" and lIunsafe ll in my opinion unless I

want to define an absolute, bottom line which is considered as

acceptable-risk, and even then if I were to consider a line of

acceptable risk, that again is a judgmental kind of thing. It is

always probably best considered in the Fire ~Brshall of G~e State

of California's understanding of exiting. In his belief for

exiting, exiting problems can be solved by early 'i,varning such as

smoke detectors, heat detectors, and fire sprinklers, so in that

one case, our State Fire Marshall will almost for sure, by

establishing early warning systems, allow exiting, which is not in

conformance vlith v/nat he would recommend for exiting alone. This

is a trade off. So now as you can see, what he has done is been

able to quantify what is called acceptable risk. I hope that we

can do the same kind of thing on earthquake hazards ..

Earthquakes, as I showed yesterday, come in all varieties and

intensities. We have to recognize that we have a probability that

tends to be ten times larger when we talk of something of half the

intensity and vie have to recognize that life safety (which vie all

talk about because v/nen we talk about "unsafe" it is typically

related to life safety, not property damage and we must try to get

the philosophical understanding of this) is typically related to

an elernent separating from the building happening to coincide with
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the person adjacent to that building. The two deaths in Idaho in

the Mt. Moore earthquake was an absolute fluke. By the same

token, look at Colinga, a 1983 earthquake in vmich the entire

downtown business district was literally laying in the streets and

almost out to the center of the streets. Not a single death. I

went through that town, none of us could understand how no one \vas

killed in it--and no one was. The probabilities! Everybody says

that our earthquakes in California always occur at night so I,ve

have very low deaths. Yes, that's true, we do. It's a matter of

statistics. The probability of an earthquake occurring in any

minute as best we can tell is exactly the same. So mat we have

to do is say, "Can we then take life-loss threats to zero?"--no

more than vie can in our automobile accidents. We cannot.

What we can do and what we need to do is talk of risk

reduction. The sane way we talk of risk of fire-reduction, risk

of death and fire, we must talk of earthquakes, risk-reduction, so

then we can drop the words "safell and lIunsafe. 1I It's in the

state's preamble for the mandatory code of Los Angeles. The city

attorney advised that the principles and goals of this code are to

reduce threats to life and property damage. This then gave the

building officials all the leeway they needed to be able to

rationalize equitable solutions.

There must be equitable solutions, just as mentioned.

Existing buildings cowe in all varieties. There's never one

existing building in which you find all of the things you could

ever write in methodology. They are random and understood in

randomness. That brings another problem I' 11 talk about later.
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But it also says that you can never write a precise code. A

building official can never have a code that says "Do this, do

this, do this." You can do that for ne,v buildings because you can

confine the use of materials and methods of design for new

buildings. The existing building exists. It's already been

built.

When we first wrote the State Historic Building Code (myself,

the San Francisco consultants, and L~e people from around the

State), we thought that we would try to write something that vlould

be as permissive as possible; simply, we wrote w'nat vIe called a

performance code. A performance code states what the goals are

and states in general terms how you are to attain those goals.

After five years, we found it unworkable and abandoned it.

What happened is that the code required a sophistication to."lat was

not generally available in all parts of the State of California

and it required a sophistication of the building official to

interpret the results that ,,,,ere given to him that "las not

generally available throughout California.

We now have changed the State Historic Building Code to

actually allow an analysis with recommendations so that the person

can analyze in conformance with UBC modified by general rules that

we set up in it and we also opined that the methodol0g".i that ABK

prepared as a reference document can also be used. It also states

that the intent is to reduce hazard. So that is .mat happened and

that's vYhat the State of California State Historic Building Code

now encompasses. It does use a doc~~nt vmich is referred to as a

methodology, and we wrote our methodology for exactly to."lat
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purpose.

Typically in writing codes, the first thing you do is you

write a code. Then you write what is called a commentary to

explain what you just wrote in the code. It's a necessity. Code

language is apparently absolute, says "You shall." But in many

cases "b'1at mandatory language must always be used with judgment.

So you write a commentary to try to explain why so that when

somebody comes and says I don't have this kind of situation, you

can go to the commentary and try to find out "mat was the reason,

what is the validity of this, are there extenuating circWl1stances

because of what happens here. ~"1e wrote our methodology after

great discussion between the engineers, Al Johnson, Steve Barnes'

office and myself, trying to decide how to write this document as

our final part of research. 'Vve decided to write a methodolO<]'.l

with simultaneous recommendations and commentary.

And so that was our concept, which we have found makes a

workable document. l"1e must try to explain at the same time v,le

recommend, saying "we recommend because ...• " But the most

important thing for any state historic building code is that it

must consider the earthquake threat as only one of the threats and

that the goal is reduction.

Now if we corne back to that phase, as we stated yesterday; we

have earthquakes of less "b'1an design intensity. Yesterday the

seismologists of the State of Washington stated e1at the USGS

predicts (and I'm sure that's right, I ''Ie seen the same thing)

that a magnitude, a Richter magnitude of seven and a half, seven

l<ilometers in depth, is G~e so-called design level or credible
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level for Western Washington. That's true and that's also what I

would call a near zero probability earthquake. It's what VIe call

a maxim credible. It's the upperbound. We have to recognize that

if we were to have that (and that were to produce a certain

surface shaky intensity), \ve also have an intensity of one quarter

of that that's a hundred times more probable and an intensity of

one-half of that that is ten times more probable. We have to

deal with probabilities just like in all other things because we

have to recognize you cannot bring life-loss to zero.

A single object, such as a bookcase, can become a significrolt

life-safety threat. The bre~<ing of a gasline from a v~ter heater

that collapses and causes a fire can become a significant life

safety threat. Yes, it's related to earthquakes. No, it is not

related to that building. It's a unique kind of thing. We can

reduce threat and by doing so gain the majority as I stated

yesterday of life safety threats by an exceedingly simple thing.

And that is if you had your choice and vIe say it is a choice in

higher seismicity as well as zones of moderate seismicity, it has

to do with appendages at the roof level and above the roof level.

That I s basically where it is. In Colinga it vias ..'!here it was when

the EPA was .6g--one and a half times t..~e design level considered

for California. vJe can have earthquakes that are larger but do

they do more significant damage? No, they just do more general

damage in the same character. Only two buildings totally

collapsed in Colinga and they had unique properties. For

instance, someone had at one time t~<en the brick wall off the

back of a building so the building stood wit..~ two side walls and
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at the time of the earthquaJ(e, promptly fell sideways.

Apparently they took the back wall off during a renovation

and built a "'lOad frame structure but didn I t attach the "load frame

structure.

Those are the kinds of things that happen and we've probably

all seen them happen, and they happen from no code enforcement.

Those kinds of things are going to effect all of the buildings in

the city. So essentially what I would advise is that earthquaJ<e

safety be considered as part of a state historic building code.

Again, we've had discussions of state historic building

codes; I would e..'{pand it because 1 ' m working on anoG.'l.er project

right now which is funded by NSF and it has to do with existing

buildings. A historic building and an existing building bob'l.

deserve special consideration. A historic building has, in my

opinion, much rrore interest to me, because I see that they are an

exceedingly iffiPOrta..'1t part of vmat we live with in California even

though our history is not as old as Oregon and Washington. It was

settled by the people coming for the Gold Rush in 1840 while the

people were coming across the Oregon Trail and settling and

populating this area. The majority of our structures date from

1880, not as nearly as old as you find up here. I would certainly

suggest that you do advocate and work ver:/ much for a

comprehensive code recognizing that your goal for all things even

like for access for the handicapPed must have a vehicle and you

must have a way of ma1<ing workable solutions that retain to our

fabric.
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David Goldsmith:

My views give you one rore from the practitioner as a

pragmatist in that I'm often called upon to interpret those codes

and enforce the codes. I guess I I 11 start off by saying if we're

going to do it by code enforcement alone, we're not going to do

it. The realism in the hinterland is that we're not equipped,

certainly not well equipped, to deal with these kinds of issues.

We can deal with stick frame houses, residential development--no

problem. We get into unreinforced masonry buildings, commercial

developments, etc., and we get way beyond our local expertise.

A somewhat typical profile of a building official (I think)

is a person who somehow works ~vith the trades, eit.1l.er as a

carpenter or a contractor or sold materials, and somehow got hired

on by local government probably at a reduced salary to administer

the building code. Certainly that has been the case where I come

from and as I travel around the state, that appears to be t.'1e case

in other areas. So we I re not dealing with people who have a lot

of expertise in this kind of business. Nor are they able to make

some of the interpretations, certainly not the engineering

interpretations that are necessaDJ, so who do they turn to but D~e

city accounting engineer, generally a civil engineer who builds

roads, puts in sewer lines and '""later lines but is not trained in

any kind of structural phenorr.enon. Therein lies the problem,

because ~Ne I re called on to do a duty t.e~at we I re not equipped to

do.

I t.e~ink t..1l.at the code is important and I do believe t.1l.at vie

need a historic building code but a code that I can use in my
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corrununity and others can use in other small corrununities and make

it work. But I think what ,'1e have to consider is not only just

t..'1e code and I want to talk about t..'1e kind of three pieces to this

puzzle that I see.

The first is b'1e code, some kind of a baseline, someb'1ing

that says this is what ought to occur. vIe do have the uniform

building code now that says that if we're going to re-do a

historic building we have to bring it up to no less than vmat the

code calls for under new construction, ~natever that means. In

the City of Port TOvJnsend, it's been the practice for a nurillJer of

years to ignore the UBC when it comes to restoration of historic

buildings and for a very good reason. If we were to apply UBC

code in Port Townsend, we would not have restoration and in fact

we would end up confiscating and owning lIOst of the downtown. And

",-le certainly don't ",,,ant to do that. The other part is the

liability that's associated with all this, this big fuss of

liability we talked about yesterday, and ,Ahether it's all going to

fall dOvJn is anybody's guess. Stevens County i p currently in a

lawsuit t..'1at'll be going to the Supreme Court that addresses u1is

liability and L~e issuants or not-issuants in b'1e use or not-use

of t.'1e w1iform building code. I t.'1ink 'de' re all, everyone who has

something to do with L~e co:te enforcement phase of local

goverr1Inent, very concerned about that case and how it I s g-oing to

come out.

The second part I think that 'de need to deal wib'1 is t.'1e

incentives that we provide to society f to u1e building O':·mer to

r.aintain a historic building. I'd like to read a couple ,of
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sections out of the Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines

for Rehabilitation of the Secretary of Interior's Office. The

only thing I could find that had anything to do with the structure

of a building had three recommendations. One is that we recognize

the special problems iru1erent in the structural systems of

historic buildings especially where there are visible signs of

cracking, deflection or a failure. The second Part is lmdertake

stabilization repair of weak constructional members and systems.

And ~~ird is to replace historically important structures and

members only when necessary, supplementing existing structural

systems when damaged or inadequate.

IVhat tve don't talk about is life-safety issues ~~at we just

discussed a little bit this morning. ~'Je don't talk about 'tlhat

happens, how to apply these regulations to mainta1n our historic

structures and what to do about the size of the grids and other

kinds of hazards. I'm not a person "vilo has gone thro1,lgh applying

for one of these grants but it' s my understanding ~~at the

structural stability of the building, the kind of engineering that

needs to go in to determine whether or not there's a problem and

how to correct that are not ~~e kinds of things that the

Department of t..he Interior finds as exciting as fixing up the

facades. And it seems that if we're going to ask society to

believe that ~~ese historic structures are important, we certainly

ought to consider the structural stability as the first course of

the action and fixing up the outside and the facade as t..~e second

course of action. I think there needs to be some changes here as

well as \vithin our tax laws to ensure that this is a major
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consideration.

The third part, I think, deals with our attitudinal problems;

we talked a little bit about that yesterday. I believe there

needs to be a fairly wide-ranging educational and technical

assistance program. I 'MaS kind of excited about the Main Street

project coming to Pt. Townsend; I believe that this has going to

be a great opportunity to inventory the town, find out what D'1e

to,vns are, and recorrunend some corrective actions. The thing that

we don't want to do is scare people away from rehabilitation, but

we want to be sure that those buildings, once rehabilitated, will

be there ten, twenty, thirty, fifty years down the road.

I think we also need to educate my side of the table, the

people that are out there enforcing the code, to give them some

background. My building officials go out and go to a mlJ'TIber of

conferences on plumbing, structural, commercial, mechanical

concerns but we've never talked about seismicity, we've never

talked about structural ability, we just kind of ignore D'10Se

kinds of things, and I think it's typical of what society has done

over the years. v'le've said, "That's a risk, that's something G'1at

mayor rnay not happen, but He don't want to deal with it." It

really was interesting ,~en this article hit L'1e paper in Port

To,msend on Wednesday, front page, "Dovmtovm May Be In Rubble The

First Time I'Ve Have A Good Earthquake." There's a lot of

discussion back in the coffee shops, in the bars, about t1at

particular article. And I think it's something that Ide've

ignored. Certain1y the building ovmers But it's the kind of thing

that's on the back burner and not in the forefront. NOvl ',,,e've got
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people scared, itJe need to turn that around and make some positive

things out of it.

The historic building code may be one aspect of D~at, tax

incentives and funding from the Department of the Interior may be

anot11er one, and keeping the people informed and educated on what

they can do. The idea of some kind of a handbook was no doubt

discussed yesterday I both pros and cons. It certainly would be a

good step if somebody said, "Hey, maybe when I go to put IT!Y roof

on, I ought to attach the parapets." That is a pretty good

consideration. I think that most people agree that that's part of

the step that ought to be taken. That I s the kind of hands-on

material that would really help the s\'Jeat-equity person out "L'1ere

that each day is going and trying to patch the boards a little bit

and keep the building standing.

So I think it's like a three-legged stool, there are really

three parts to it. There's the"code, there's some kind of

financial incentive from the public sector to keep tllese

buildings (and we ought to put our money -where our mout.1")s are),

and then the third part is the education and the tech."1ical

assistance.

Janice Niemi:

Speaking last on the panel, I don f t thin};. there I s going to be

anything substantive that Il m going to be able to add to your

comments but I hope I can be a little bit practical. Ny name is

Janice Niemi and I am a Stat~ Representative from L~e 43rd

District vA1ich includes t.~e International District and Pioneer
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Square so I have a vested interest in this as something L~at

interests part of my constituency. I am also as Pat said the

House Chair of State Government. All I'm going to talk about is

if you want a historic building code ho~v, practically, I tl1ink you

should go about it. I've heard some cOiTh11ents about tax credits

and let me give you my outlook on tax credit possibilities.

First vIe' 11 start with the federal. I'm relatively familiar

~vith the 81 Act in the Rehab. credits. I rehabilitated a building

myself, not a historic building, but I watched tl1at act a lot and

I -t.~ink you cannot expect anything more from it and they I re

'Nhittling away at it, as a matter of fact. So '..lhatever federal

tax credits you have are probably all you are going to get. And

they're pretty advantageous.

From the State--believe me, everyone of us has clear

instructions and has had for the last six months not to promise

anything--I would be verj, very pessimistic about any state

property tax cuts for historic buildings. ~'Je're really going to

hold' the line. The revenue forecasts are vev.l pessimistic. lie

don't want to add taxes (and -t.'1is is a politician nO'.v) , ,'Ie don't

""ant to increase any kind of taxes. If we touch taxes, it's going

to be fooling around with the B & 0 tax to encourage job creation

but it will not be giving any credit to anybody. Now you may be

able to sneak one through, all of us have tried to sneak one

through for our various constituencies. V~e're very good on court

but I don't think you're going to be able to do it. So your only

tax credit possibilities are the local level and you all know tl1at

better than I, but please don't look to the state for that.
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So then we get to the State Historical Building Code. I

talked a little bit to Pat about L~is and I have a vague knowledge

of the California code and I would suggest, if you want to present

it, G~at would be the base that you want to build on. From the

people I've talked to, I would gather that you probably "Jant a

code with more teeth than the one California has. And by all

means, YOU'i\BJlt to start out 'with a code with more teeth-you may

not end up with it. It may be one of the negotiations and you may

have to give a little on it. That's how legislation comes along.

I would personally suggest that you try to have a more rigorous

code, less rigorous than v.]hat it involves currently vlith minimum

requirements.

There was a discussion of a an advisory committee. I don't

think that is exactly what you \'>lant. I think you may ,,"ant a

committee that will have the kind of expertise to help local

inspectors -and also recommend resources. The problem is it has to

be structured so D'lat it is not going to cost the state a lot of

rroney. Vmenever we decide to use an advisory committee, it is

minimally funded. If this committee, VJhich sounds as if it may

have do to more vlork than a normal advisory committee, could be

set up to be self-supporting, it would be fine, if peopple could

pay fees for it. But it cannot be an expensive committee. It's

not hopeless at all, I think it's a real possibility. And then of

course the idea is that by making it stronger than California's,

anyone "-IDO fo110\'>1s through vlith the recomendations after t.~e

instruction of the co~mittee can be released from liability, and

that's t.~e lever that you want to use.
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If you want to have a state historic building code and if you

want to work on it this session (and I would suggest that you

should because it is a long session and there is more time to do

it), then you must do it in a met...'1odical and I would hope

practical way. The first thing to do, aside from writing your

code (that's the very easiest thing to do, you just sketch out

some things) is find out who you want to sponsor it. You need to

find out vIDO is most concerned with this. The county and local

and municipal officials are the people that are going to be roost

concerned. They have the most at stake, they are the ones that

have problems and are ignoring it, as 'NaS just said, 'tlib'! good

reasons. The law now is t...'1at if they don't know anything about

it, they're not liable. They're the ones that have a good

lobbying organization that we all respond to, vle in Seattle

perhaps a little less than other legislators but then we're not

the majority of the Legislature either. I don't foresee a problem

getting an agreement with local governments. I t...'1ink they're as

concerned as anyone else. So if you can go in vlit.t'1 the united

front with governments, that will mean a lot.

There are some other things on which I will disagree a little

bit with the speakers or one of the speakers. This next session

we're going to have a real fight and we have had a little bit at

the last session. I'm having an interim hearing in December on

Commttee ~'Jeekend, which will be almost entirely devoted to a

State Building Code. And that is just an absolute mess. The

one thing you want to do is avoid that flagmark because if you're

not, if you get involVed, if you get into a con~rehensive code ~nd
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you're fighting the State Building Code, you're going to die

because there are many, many big vested interests involved in it,

and if you can avoid it, you rray be able to sneak through. Tlle

obvious issue is that the master builders, Seattle builders, all

of the builders want a code that is not very difficult as far as

energy requirements go. The Northwest Power Planning Counsel and

the State Energy Office want a rigorous code. They've been at

each other's throats. We have a state building code advisory

committee that is not making a lot of progress, they've been at

each other's throats for several years. I don't think we're going

to solve it this year, and you want to just stay out of it, if

you want something. IVJaybe it would be a far better and more

practical historic building code if it VJa.S part of t..l:.at but you

aren't going to make it as part of that, in my opinion. Of course

you never can tell vJhat' s going to happen.

But you have really a very desirable product. It's an

attractive thing for a legislator, as I noted vI/hen Pat had a small

part of my hearing last surruner. There l'laS a slide shad, which '>las

a nice diversion for legislators. Historic buildings are

attractive. It's good politics to try to rehabilitate the smaller

buildings. Most of the legislators, as I've said, come from

smaller communities. Their communities are interested in it. If

you 'ivork it right, I could be rather optimistic about your

success. And as you J<.novl, I've said nothing substantive, I don't

J<.nO'iv vmat should be in that code. I know it should be less

expensive than 'ivhat t.1J.ey have to deal 'ivith now, because I think.

that rehabilitation has pretty much stopped in a lot of
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communities, a,d I know you should do it in a practical way Wiel

your local officials.
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Neil Hawkins:

First of all, I'd like to thank all of the panelists a~d u1e

keynote speakers vvho have come here and shared G'1eir expertise a~d

knowledge ,'lith us. This isn I t an easy problem to grapple VJiu1;

as soon as we get into dealing with social and economic questions

and out of D.~e area of structural engineering, structural

engineers have to tread very carefully and building officials have

a lot more ~perience in how to deal ,'lith some of D10se issues.

But I think that wnen we talk about this, we can look at it as

four separate sub-problems, if you llke, and I hear these four

separate sub-problems coming up here again and again.

First, there I s a question of u1e community's vulnerability.

I think that one thing that our study has very definitely

demonstrated is that in small towns there is often a community

vulnerability-and that comnunityls vulnerability comes about

primarily from an ignorance point of view. Many of these

commmities are going to be vulnerable to an earthquake. But it

isn It the earthquake that makes them vulnerable. They have become

vulnerable primarily through a lack of rraintenance of existing

structures in their towns. The job is to make people aware of

what is the problem with those structures. The natural reaction

seems to be to attempt to deal with that through some sort of

regulatory aspect. I hear discussions here about regulator.!

aspects. One thing that you don It want to do with any sort of

regulatory aspect is make the conmunity more vulnerable than it

was before you put in your regulatory aspects. So we get into a

lot of these economic discussions: how can we do some tax law or
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how should we trade it off?

I think that vle've heard some very interesting perspectives

on the state's historic building code. Of course, throughout the

United States, building enforcement is really at the county level

and when the city incorporates, it goes down to the city level.

vmether ~~e state gets involved is whether it sees it really as a

state-wide problem. So I think one issue to be addressed is

'Nhether this really is a state-wide problem which needs to be

addressed at the state level.

I think that if you look at third world countries you quickly

corre to realize is that information dissemination is a very

irrportant aspect of what goes on and when we're dealing the large

cities and newspapers and 'I'Vs that corre out to us very quickly,

information dissemination is very easy.to get to the people, quite

often to the people who at least will be dealing with the

buildings and trying to get some information on them. But when you

go into the small towns, the information dissemination is much

rrore difficult. It is not well organized. If you're talking

about this small village versus that small village then it really

depends very much on the village structure as to 'Nhether anything

takes place. If there is a strong village structure, no matter

'Nhat it is, then you' 11 be asked to do something quite useful

through information dissemination. But you must go to tl1e

important element L'1 that village, whatever it is, that provides

the structure, and start doing information dissemination through

there. T'nere I s no good the government sitting back in its state

office or vJhatever else it is and putting out edicts as to vlhat
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should be done. As we look at these small tOIVl1S, I think we're

really dealing with almost exactly the same problem in much of the

states of Washington and Oregon and Idaho, we I re talking about a

problem where we need to kno\v,,"hat is the social structure of that

tOvID, '.'mat it builds arolL.'1d, and get those people interested in

this problem and to understand that there are going to be benefits

to their to"Vl1 as a vJhole by working together to overcome this

problem.

Another interesting Llting you can do is to perhaps look at it

from the vievJPOint of cost benefits. You've heard a number of

statements here on vJhat are the costs, vJhat are the benefits,

'What's equitable, what's not equitable, hOl<1 do you define it, and

so on. You can, if you like, draw up a list of alternatives to go

through and explore some of the costs and benefits to them so that

people are asking themselves the right questions about what needs

to be done. Now these are just a few remarks on ,,\That you might

poker at as the overall implications of this study.

I think what ·we need here in the words of the federal

government officials that I was talking with yesterday is a road

map. What are "ve going to do from now? ~'Je 've heard a number of

recor.lIIlendations here. I'd like to get some sort of road rnap. I'd

like to be able to go back and say to Federal Emergency Management

Agency, "Hey, here's something that you might be interested in

taking up as an idea," or be able to go. to the National Science

Foundation and say, "Here's something that you really ought to be

looking at as sort of priorities for research," and also to be

able to talk to the local officials here and to the state
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officials and say, "These are t.llings that you should be taking

into consideration."

Now, the problem of dealing with an existing building is a

major problem, whether it I S an historic building or not. rve have

building codes that are extremely difficult to apply for ~~isting

buildings. In fact, if you I re a structural engineer you I 11 knO,,'

~A1at ATC 306 is--it's Applied Technology's Council's

recommendations for new buildings--and it really had a whole

series of recommendations for existing buildings that never went

through the complete review process. Now Fa1A is trying to move

into a situation with issuing regulations as far as that's

concerned, and I don't have very much hope for them ever being

able to deal realistically with the historic code. So that is

going to have to be an issue addressed, as John Kariotis said, on

a knowledge of the local seismicity and local conditions--and I

really mean going down to the local conditions in the local to\·Vfl

and the local strengths of the town too.

So--1 would like to try and get from you as a collective

audience recommendations on a road map. 'VVhat will ..ole conclude

from the discussions we've had here in the last few days? Maybe

just quickly brainstorm through here, 'What would be the first sort

of thing that pops into peoples' minds as to what ~tle should be

trying to do. In your package, you got a series of recolTh'11enda

tions. The first one was to work on a State Historic Building

Code. Is that something that should be undertaken? fvould this

group recanmend an action on State Historic Building Codes?

(Discussion follows.)
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